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A discussion of the non-linear, partial differential equations 

encountered in the study of the self-heating .of fishmeal and a review 

of existing computer methods for their solution are given. A new 

electronic analogue computer is described which was designed to overcome 

Qertain disadvantages of the existing instrumemts when applied to these 

equations. 

The computer uses an explicit finite difference method of solution 

to minimize the amount of equipment required. Using analogue storage and 

computation techniques, the advantages of the analogue method of ease of 

non•linea.r function generation and. graphical solution display are obtained. 

The experimental computer consists of a single computing section which 

is used to perform all the calculations required on data held in a 

capacitor store. A compense.tion technique is used to compensate for 

charge leakage from the capacitor store and contributes to the accuracy 

of the instrument. 

Solutions of some linear and non-linear partial differential 

equations are calculated to illustrate the operation of the computer. 

The possibility of extending these computing techniques to other 

partial differential equations is discussed. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

MATHEb~TICAL SYl!BOLS 

<P .::::: 

t ::::: 

X ::::: 

ll.t ::::: 

t:.x -
m ·-
n ::: 

K = 
0 

o() :::: 

red.tlced temperature,· non-dimensional 

reduced time, non-dimensiona~ 

reduced space dimension, non•dimensional 

reduced time interval. 

reduced space interval 

number of space intervals, integer 

number of time intervals, integer 

coefficient 

fractional error 

notation indicating error of the order of the bracketed 
quantity. 

PRINCIPAL COMPONENT SYtffiOLS 

c 
a 

c m 

ct 

Q. c 

Gd 

Ra 

~ 

Rc 

Rd,Re & Rf 

v 

= 
= 
= 
::: 

::::: 

= 

::: 

= 

= 

-

auxili~ .store capacitance 

main store capacitance 

integrator transfer capacitance 

common-mode gain of the differential amplifier 

differential gain of the differential amplifier 

input resistance to the negative gain input of the 
amplifier 

feedback resistance of the amplifier 

leakage compensation resistance 

voltage divider resistances connected to the positive 
gain inv~t of the amplifier. 

voltage, a suffix indicates the component across which 
the voltage is measured. 
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1 Dfl'RODUCTION 

1.1 1AA.TIOO.IA.TICAL PROBLEMS IN THE STODY OF SELF-HEATING 

The analogue computer described in this thesis was built to solve 

non-linear partial differential equations, encountered in the study of 

the self-heating of' f'ishmeal. 

Self-heating or spontaneous combustion can occur in large stacks 

of' f'ishmeal which has .a low thermal conductivity and generates heat 

within itself' by oxidation of' the residual oil.
1 

A study of' the self-heating of' f'ishmea.l has been at'J;empted using 

2 
a development of a method. successfully used for coal by van Doornum. 

With this method the problem is divided into two parts. 

1 A study of' the heat generation characteristics of the material 

under idealized conditions. Here, the rate of heat generation 

under fixed and abruptly changing temperature conditions are 

measured using an isothermal calorimeter, 3 ' 4 
and a single non-

linear mathematical expression giving the rate of heat generation 

as a. .function of' temperature and time is deduced. 5 

2 A study of the physical environment of a. particle in a. stack 

where it· is apparent tha.t at least three physical mechanisms 

are involved. These are :-

a The diffusion. of' heat generated by the material from 

the inside to the surface of' the stack. 

b The diffusion of water vapour, associated with the 
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constants are in~orporated in the con8tants relating the original and 

reduced variables. The simplest diffusion equation encountered in the 

present study takes the form : 

••• 1 .. 1 

This equation describes the temperature of a slab with internal heat 

generation given by the reduced function f(rp, t), where rp .. reduced 

temperature rise, t = reduced time and x = reduced space dimension. 

The solutions requil"'ed are the variation of temperature with time 

in the stack for a specified heat generation function and initial. and 

boundar,y conditions. Such solutions are best presented graphically as 

sets of curves giving :-

a The spacia~ temperature distribution at successive 

instants of time. 

b The variation of temperature with time at different 

points in the stack. 

An accuracy of solution of the order of 5% is adequate as the accuracy 

of the experimental data. is limited to a si,milar figure .. 

The time required for the solution of the non-linear differen-

tial equations by rr~ual analytical or numerical methods may be 

considerable. Replacing the non-linear functions by simpler expressionst 
. . . 

to simplify the problem of solving the equations; is not desirable as 
. . . 

. . . . . 6 
this may completely alter the character of the solution • As the research 

progresses and more insight into the non ... linear problems is obtained; the 

form of the equations being studied may nave to be modified and new 
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solutions obtained as a guide to further research. It is evident that a 

method for the rapid solution of partial differential equations involving 

arbitrary non-linear functions is required. 

1. 2 .1ETHODS AVAILABLE FOR Tim SOLUTION OF QUADRATIC PARTIAL DIFFERE1lTIAL 
EQUATIO~ffi 

'.lhe diffusion equation is a special case of the general c1as$o of 

quadratic partial diffe~ential equations. General methods deYeloped for 

the solution of quadratic partial differential equations can be used to 

solve equations encountered in the study of self-heating. For the 

purpose of this thesis* the various methods will be discussed with 

reference to equation 1.1. 

Analytical methods exist for the solution of lineax and certain 

non-linear quadratic partial differential equations. Rev-iews of these 

methods are given by Carslaw and Jaeger6 and Morse and Feshbach7• 

Unfortunately most non-linear partial differential equations cannot be 

solved using analytical methods. 

Finite difference methods have been developed for the solution of 

. 8 9 10 non-linear partial differential equat~ons.' ' In the finite 

difference method one or more of the independent variables are split 

into a finite number of discrete intervals. In solving the problem 

attention is limited to the points defining the intervals and solutions 

are only obtained at these points. These methods may be classified into 

cases where : 
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1 One variable is differe11ced while the other is continuous . 
a 

Ii' the seco:W. order space derivative ~x1. is replaced by finite 

differences, the partial differential equation is reduced to a set of 

similltaneous, first ·order differential equations which are functions 

of ~ and t only. These equations may be solved using a parallel 

method, where a separate computer is used for each equation and the 

solution is produced by all the computers suitably coupled and acting 

simultaneously. Alternatively, a serial method of solution may be used 

where a single computer is used to solve the equations in succession 

using previously computed information. 11 

If' the first time derivative, ~t is replaced by finite differences, 
(; 

the partial differential equation is reduced to a set of simultaneous 

.second order differential equations which are functions of ~ and x 

only. These equations may similarly be solved using either parallel 

or serial methodsof calculation. 

. 11 
An analysis of these four methods by l.i:CKay and Fisher has shown 

that errors due to noise tend to build up in solutions obtained using 

the three last mentioned methods; so that the first method, in Vlhich the 

second space derivative is differenced and the equations solved in parallel, 

is preferable. 

The resistive-reactive analogues and differential analyser 

techniques are based on this method (see section 1.4) 

2 Both variables are differenced. 

Using an explicit method, the value ~ at the next time instant 

t + t.t is calculated directly from the known values at instant t. 



The disadvantage of the explicit method is that the calculations may 

be unstable because errors build up unless the choice of time and space. 

intervals is restricted. 

Using an implicit method, such as the Crank and Nicholson method'; 

the values of the function at time t + ~t for all nodes in the X 

interval are calculated from the values of the function at time t, 

by solving a set of simultaneous equations. Although this method involves 

a great deal of work, it has the advantage of being stable for all values 

of the time and space intervals so that large time intervals can be used 

and consequently less steps are required. 

The implicit method is used in the resistance network analogue 

computer (see section 1.4), while both implicit and e.xplict methods are 

used for digital calculations. 

Manual solution of partial differential equations by finite 

diff•erence methods is laborious and becomes impractical if more than one 

or two solutions are required so that a digital or analogue computer must 

be used. 

1. 3 COliiP.ARISON OF DIGITAL AND AiJALOOUE CQ1,1PtJTERS 

In the digital computer, inf·ormation is handled as discrete 

quanti ties. The instrument can perform simple arithmetic and logical 

operations with great rapidity. Provision is made for storing large 

amounts of information, comprising the data being operated on and the 

programme of arithmetical operations to be perfonned. As a large amount 

of basic equipment must be provided these instruments are necessarily large 
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and expensive and only large organisations can justify these instruments. 

The digital computer has the advantages of versatility and almost 

unlimited accuracy. Any problem can be solved if it can be broken down 

into a succession of simple arithmetical steps, while the accuracy is 

determined by the number of digits carried. However, the speed of 

solution decreasee as the accura.cy,or complexity of a problem increases. 

The digital compute~ is ideally suited for the solution of 

problems ·which req_uire the processing of large amounts of data. involving 

relatively simple operations. For the solution of pa.L~tial differential 

eq_uations, such as the diffusion problems encountered here, it is 

necessar,y to discretize the probl~m using finite differenye techniq_ues. 

A large number of arithmetical operations are req_uired so that although 

the individual machine operations are rapid the solution may take a long 

t~ne. This disadvantage is aggravated when non-linear functions are 

encountered, a.s these must be calculated from tabulated values by 

interpola.tion, or approximated by mathematical functions, which are 

usually calculated from series expansions. In addition to the machine 

time req_uired considerab+e time may be req_uired to v~ite out the 

programme of the operations to be performed. This aspect presents a 

special problem when the nature of the non-linear functions are liable 

to change.. A further disadvantage is that the solutions are produced in 

numerical f'orm. If a graphical display is required either aa.di tion.al 

equipment or labour is needed. 

It is apparent that the digital computer is not ideally suited 

for the solution of non~linear partial differential eq_uations. 



12 15 In the analogue computer ' information is handled in a 

continuous manner. This auto1ru1tically limits the accuracy of the 

solution to the a~curacy of the components and measuring instnnnents 

used. The rnaxirrrum accuracy which. can be achie.ved in practice is 0.01;~ 

while the majority of instruments have a solution accuracy of the order 

of l.o% • 

.Analogue computers may be classified into tv,ro classes according 

to their basic principle of operation. 

In the first class, te11med direct analogues, use is made of the 

existence of a direct physical analogue between the analogue and the 

system being studied. Such an analogy may be recognised by comparing . 

the equations describing the two systems. 

In the second class, termed indirect analo&JUes, the computer is 

used to solve the mathematical equations of the system being studied by 

interconnecting components, each performing a particular mathematical 

operation in such a manner as to produce a solution of the equation. 

Where the equations solved are differential equations, the instrument is 

knovm as a differential analyser. The electronic differential analyser; 

popularly called the electronic analogue computer, is the most widely 

used and versatile instrument in this class. 14
, 15 

One of the advantages of the analogue techniques is that com-

paratively simple devices ca:n solve quite complex problems. \fuile 

these devices are simple and cheap, the range of problems solvable by 

a particular type of instrument is usually limited to a particular 

equation or class of equations. The versatile genera~ purpose electronic 
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analogue computer loses the advantage of nh'"'lplici ty as the size of the 

installation is increased. Large installations of this type approach the 

complexity and cost of digital systems. 

Analogue computers are inherently fast as each mathematical 

operation is performed by a separate component or unit, vd th all units 

opera~ing simultaneously. The non-linear functions and other parameters· 

of the equation are readily adjusted. The introduction of non-linearities, 

using non-linear function generators, presentsno fundame~tal problems 

although the complexity and, cost of the instrument may be increased. As 

the information is handled in continuous form within the computer, "the 

solutions are easily presented in the required graiihical form. 

A third type of com,pll ter, the digital differential analyser, com

bines the ease of problem solution of the general purpose analogue 

computer vdth the accuracy of the die;ital computer. This instrument is 

designed to solve algebraic and differential equations by interconnecting 

components, each performing a particular mathematical operation, to 

produce a solution as in the indirect analogue computer. Hovrever, within 

these components the variables are handled by digital and not analogue 

methods so that greater accuracy may be obtained. The principle dis

advantage of this type of instrument has been that, even when working to 

the same accurncy ( 0.1,~) as the electronic analogue computer, these 

instruments were much slovrer in operation. Recently, instru1nents have 

been reported which can exceed the performance of the electronic analogue 

computer. 16 At present these instruments, ~nich are comparable in size 

to a digital computer, are not widely used. At present there is no such 
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instrument in South Africa.~ 

The choice between digital and analogue computers is seen to be 

determined by the type of problem to be solved. If the problem involves 

the processing of large amount of data; the solution of a number of 

completely different types of equations or a solution accuracy of 

greater than 0.1%, the digital computer must be used. On the other hand, 

if a solution accuracy of 1% is sufficient and a large number of solutions 

for different parameter values of the same type of equation are required, 

solutions can possibly be obtained using a special purpose analogue 

computer. As the capital and running cost of such an analogue computer 

can be of the order of 1/100th to 1,/1000th of the digital computer, it 

is possible to justify the cost of a special purpose computer for use 

with a particular major research project. 

The self-heating problem falls .into the second category, and·this 

led to the investigation into the a.pplica.tion of ana~ogue techniques to 

the solution of this type of problem. 

1.4 A..7fALOGUt: TECH:.UQUES 

This section is a review of electrical analogues devloped for the 

solution of the diffusion or the more general parabolic partial 

differential equation. All these instruments use finite difference 

techniques and may conveniently be classified accordit~ to the particular 

finite difference method used (see section 1.2). For convenience the 

discussion will deal only with equations in one space dimension such 

as equation 1.1. 
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The first main class of instruments employ the technique where 

one independant variable is continuous and the other is differenced. 

As mentioned in section 1.2, the.only method which is not subject to a 

build-up of error is that in which the_spa.ce variable is differenced and 

a parallel method of solution is used. The resulting equations are 

similar to those describing an electrical line consisting of series 

resistors and shunt capacitors, where temperature is analogous to voltage 

and heat flow is analogous to current. The simple R.C. line ana.logue has 

. 12 13 17 
been widely used in the study of transient heat conduct~on problems. ' ' 

The equation may also be set up on a general purpose differential analyser, 

using summing integrators employing operationa.l amplifiers, as described 

12 18 by Ka.rplus and Harbert. '."ihen the heat diffusion e'luation with 

internal heat generation is solved using these methods, currents must be 

injected into each node. If the heat generation is a non-linear function 

of temperature and time, as in the present problems, a· suitable non-

linear function generator must be connected to each node to inject a 

current which is analogous to the heat generation at the correspondi.:g 

point in material described by the equation. The serial method with the 

time variable differenced was used successfully by Hartree in the 1930's 

in his classical work using a mecha.nicaJ.differenti8.1 analyser. He 

minimized the build up of error by selecting the best solution after 

ea.ch step. One of Ha.rtree' s solutions19 has been recalculated as an 

example using the computer described in this thesis. 

The second class of computers are characterized by having both the 

time and space variables differenced. Here, the most important recent 

contribution is the resistance ne~vork analyser proposed by Leibman. 21 
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The analyser uses the implicit method. It consists of a simple 

resistance network to which potentials are applied corresponding to 

the values of dependant vru."'iable for a given instant of time. The 

netw·ork solves the set of simultaneous equations and the required values 

for the next time instant appear as voltages at the nodes of the network. 

These voltages are recorded and introduced at the inputs to the network 

so that the calculation proceeds in a. stepwise fashion. Liebman sub

sequently extended this treatment to include equations. describing 

situations with non-linear conductivity or internal sources. 22 The 

technique was further developed by Karplus, 23 who added active circuits 

based on operational amplifiers, so that negative as well as positive 

resistance values could be used, making possible the solution of tnore 

complicated ·forms of diffusion, wave and biharmonic equations. Forms 

including first space derivatives are also handled by this instrument. 

In the solution of diffusion problems involving sources or sinks, 

currents must be injected into each node of the network corresponding to 

the source function.. In the self-heating problem these currents would be 

non-linear functions of the node potential., Because an implicit method 

is used the node potentials are not knoim so that the node currents 

cannot immediately be adjusted to their correct values. The currents 

into each node must be re-adjusted sequentially and the process repeated 

until the node currents dp not change. This tedious iterative process 

was eliminated by Xarplus, 24 who connected an analogue £'unction nenerator 

to each node, so that the apparatus adjusts itself to a solution 

instantaneously. 
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To reduce the number of function generators required to one, 

25 26 . Hutcheon and Altes bu:Llt computers employing an automotic iterative 

process. The single function generator is connected to successive nodes 

setting the node currents to the required values. After· the function 

generator has moved on, the current at each node is maintained by a 

separate analogue storage device. The iteration process is continued 

until a steady solution is produced. The only equations studied by 

Hutcheon and Al tes were of the elliptic type (Poissons equation), \mere 

the solution is obtained after one itera.tion process. It seems that this 

system could be applied to the Liebman resistive network computer and 

used tor diffusion equations, where an iteration process would be required 

at each step corresponding to the time intervals. Such a combination of 

resistive network, based on the implicit Crank-Nicholson method, and a 

single shared function generator vii th some form of analogue ·storage for 

the solution of diffu.sions equations, similar to equation 1 . .1 was suggested 

by Dekker. 21 No details or results have yet been published. 

Although analogue computers for the solution of the diffusion 

equation·with internal sources have been devised, none of' these satisfy 

the requirements of simplicity, rapid operation and that the solutions 

are produced in the graphical form required. As the non-linear function 

generator is often the most complex part of the analogue computer the 

duplication of' these i terns, required by the continuous-discrete and 

some discrete-discrete methods, must add considerably to the cost and 

complexity of the instrument. The instruments using time shared function 

genera tors appear to be unnecessarily time -consuming w.hen applied to the 

diffusion equations which is borne out by the fact that there appears to 
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be no published record of such an application. 

1. 5 PROPOSED ANALOGUE OO.MPUTER 

A new, special purpose, a.na.logue computer .is proposed for the 

solution of non ... linear partial differential equations such as the 

diffusion equation with internal sources encountered in the study of 

self-heating. It is an attempt to meet the requirements of a relatively 

simple computer able to handle non-linear fUnctions, and produce solutions 

directly in graphical form. 

~1e proposed computer should use a finite difference method in 

which both time and space variables are differenced. It should consist 

of a single computing section which performs all the calculations 

required on data held in a store. The computing section can be time 

shared between all the store positions while the non-shared equipment 

should be kept as simple as possible to reduce the amount of equipment 

required. By using electronic analogue storage and calculation techniques 

the advantages inherent in the analogue method of ease of non-linear 

function generation and graphical solution display would be obtained. 

It is proposed to use an explicit method in preference to an 

.implicit method of calculation, so that the amount of information read 

from the store at any instant and hence the amount of computing equipment 

is minimized. The attendant problem of computational instability can be 

controlled by a proper. choice of the spa.ce and time intervals used. With 

this method the node voltages would be stored in the analogue store and 

read when required. The node voltage for the following time instant would 

be ca.lcula.ted in the computing section and. the modified value written back 
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into the store. The computing section would then be switched to the next 

set of nodes and the process repeated so that the solution proceeds in 

a step-wise fashion. The required graphical solution display can be 

obtained by recording the store voltage against time. 

The computing section can be based on conventional operational 

amplifier techniques, but because the calculations involve differences 

it appears logical to use computing circuits based on differential rather 

than single ended operational amplifiers. 

These ideas form the basis of this thesis. 
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2 EXPLICIT FINITE DIFB'ERENCE METHOD 

Before the partial differential equations can be handled on the 

comJ?uter, these equations must be rewritten in terms of finite 

differences. This section contains a brief review of the finite 

difference method sufficient to indicate the factors which must be. 

taken into account in the design of a computer using the explicit 

finite difference method. The finite difference expressions required 

when setting up partial differential equations on the computer are 

quoted. 

2.1 EXPRESSL·iG PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS Il"i TERMS 
OF FD~ITE Dll~ENCES 

If the values <p of a function cp(x) are knovm a.t regular 
m 

intervals of its argument x = ~x, where m = 0,1,2,3 ••••• , then the 

finite difference method is based on the principle that a polynomial 

can be found which passes through any specifi(:d number of these points .. 

The coefficients of this polynomial can be expressed in terms of the 

known values of <p or their differences? 
m 

~ operations such as 

differentiation are then performed on this polynomial and the resulting 

expressions will be in terms of the known function or its differences. 

Thus the first derivative (~)m implies the first derivative of the 

interpolating polynomial at the point ~x. 

If the values of the function are known at the points ~x, a 

large number of forrm1lae are available which express its derivatives in 

terms of the known function or its differences. The fonn of these 

formulae depends on the type of difference expression (e.g forward, 
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backward, central or mean differences6) used for the interpolating 

polynomial. The formulae consist of an inf'inite series of terms~ If 

only the first one or two terms are used and the rest neglected a 

truncation error is introduced. The truncation error is discussed in 

Section 2.2. 

Typical expressions for the first and second derivatives are 

given below. In these expressions only one or two terms have been used, 

but the order of magnitude of the truncation error introduced is 

indicated by the notation 0(1:17?) which implies that the error is of 

the order of bx2
• 

Finite difference e;eressions for the first derivative 

.... 2.1.1 

... 2.1.1 

1 ( ) ( 2) = 2'Xi' q>m+1 .. <pm--1 + 0 IJ.x ••• 2.1.3 

Finite difference expressions for the second derivative 

d2 ~ 1 Ca.x) = ~c~ .2 - 2~ 1 + ~ ) + o(l1x) 
~r m+ · m+ m 

2.1.4 
m 

= Ac<P 1 ... 2~ + <P 1 ) + o(ax2
) 

u~c m.... m m+ ••• 2.1.5 

If the function ~(x,t) is a function of two variables, partial 
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differences may be defined in the same wa::1. If' we choose a ·time interval 

l!. t in t and a space interval· t:.x in x and write · m for the value . ~,n 

of <P(x, t) at the tiine t = ~t at the point x :::: l'llf:.x, the space and 

time derivatives in equation 1~1 may be replaced using equations 2.1.5 

and 2.1.1 giving ;-

2 .. 1.6 

and 

= _!_(cp • <p ) + O(At) 
At m,n+1 m,n. 

... 2.1~7 

lf equations 2.1.6 and 2.1.7 are substituted in equation 1;1 which was. 

••• 1.1 

this equation becomes (considering non-linear functions of <p only) 

mm.n+·i- mm.n - 11m = ~~ (m 1 - 2m + m 1 ) + /J..t f("' ) '~'."? '~';...., "~'mbn u "~'m+ ,n '~'m,n Tm- ,n '~"m,n 

... -
If an equation including a 1st space derivative is considered such as 

o 3
2 f om 

.E.S!..d. t ::: .:. "' + K.;:..:t. + f(rn. ) 
v:X: O:X. T ••• 2.1.9 

The first space derivative can be represented by finite differences to· 

the same order of accuracy a.s the second space derivative by using 

equation 2.1.3. Using equations 2.1.3 and 2.1.8 equation 2.1.9 becomes :-
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~t ( 2 ) ~t K( ) 
~m,n+1 - ~m,n = ~x2 ~m+1,n - ~m,n + ~~1,n + 2~x ~m+1,n - ~m-1,n 

••• 

which may be simplified to 

+ ~t f(<p ) m,n " .. 2.1-11 

Before these equations can be solved the initial and boundary 

conditions must be specified. For the problems in this thesis only 

constant boundary conditions are considered corresponding to fixed surface 

tempera.tures ~1 and ~2 at the surfaces defined by x = 0 and 

x = 2. In problems where the temperature distribution is symmetrical 

about the central plane only half the slab need be co~idered. At the 

central plane defined by x = mc~x = 1, ~ = 0 so that the centre 

temperature is ~ and the symmetry condition obtained using equation m ,n c 
2.1-3, is ~ 1 = <p 1 m - ,n m + ,n. c c 

The initial temperature distribution is assumed to be unifonn so 

that ~ = <p. at t = 0 where m = 1,2,3 ••••• m,o l. 

2.2 TRUNCATION ERRORS 

Truncation errors arise when higher order terms of finite 

difference expressio.ns are neglected. The truncation error depends on 

the grid spacing chosen and on the nature of the equation being 

approximated. A knowledge of the nature of the truncation errors is 
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essential so that an appropriate choice of grid spacing and number of 

terms of the finite difference expressions required to produce a solution 

of a certain accuracy may be determined. The manner in which the grid. 

spacing and nature of the equation effect the truncation error may be 

found from a Taylor series expansion of the function at e. point~3 

A Taylor series expression for a function at a point x in terms 

of the function and its derivatives at a neighbouring point x is 
m 

given by :-

+ ••••• 

••• 2.2-1 
Calculating the functions <p 

1 
and <p 

1 
at points x 

1 
::: x + l!:.x 

m+ m• m+ m 

and x 1 = x - ~x in terms of the function and its derivatives at m-. m 

point. 

and 

x gives :
m 

••• 

••••• • •• 

Rewriting equation 2. 2-2 to bring it .into the' same form as equa.tion 

2.1-1 gives :-

2.2-2 

2.2-3 

••• 2.2-4 

which shows that the truncation error is proportional to ~x and the sec-

ond derivative of the function at point x ::: ~. 
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Similarly equation 2.1-5 may be obtained by adding equations 

2.2-2 and 2.2-3 giving :-

••• 2.2-5 

Here the truncation error is proportional to f:ix?l and the 

fourth derivative. The errors in other finite difference expressions 

may be similarly estimated. 

As the nature of function <p(x) is not generally known before-
/ 

hand, exact calculation of the truncation error is not possible. The 

order of magnitude ·Of the truncation error can be est:ima.ted from the 

coefficients of the neglected terms when <p(x) is a contirru.ous function. 

In the special case where <p(x) is a continuous function with a 

shape such that all derivatives higher than third order are zero then 

equation 2.1-5 is completely accurate. In the example of a. uniform slab 

with internal heat generation given in section 4.2.1, the steady state 

temperature distribution is a quadratic function6 of x and hence 
04 
axf. = 0 in the steady state. As equation 2.1-5 was used to obtain this 

solution the steady sta.te solution has no truncation error and may be 

used as a check on the computer a.ccuracy. 

For a given solution, the truncation error may be reduced by 

reducing the grid spacing or by employing higher order difference 

expressions •Vhere the order of the terms neglected are much greater than 

those neglected in equations 2.1-1 to 2.1-5. A disadvantage of 

employing higher order difference.expressions is that vihen the order 

of the difference expression exceeds the order of the differential 
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equation being 'Solved, spurio1.tS solutions may be produced~'P• 188 

To avoid any.difficul~ it is usual to restrict the order of the 

difference expression used to the order of the differential equation 

being considered. 
. . . 11 . 

Recently it has been shown by Fischer, that by 

appropriate choice of the higher order difference equations and the 

additional boundary conditions required by their use, that solutions 

may be obtained where the spurious solutions are reduced to the same 

order of magnitude as the inherent truncation errors of the method 

used. 

To calculate the higher order differences it is necessary. to use 

the values of four or more nodes. The reading of this additional 

information requires additional switch and computing section capacity. 

As the object of the present computer is to keep the equipment as 

simple as possible, it appears preferable to use the simpler difference 

expression and decrease the grid spacing (increase the number of nodes) 

if an increased accuracy is required. 

In addition to errors in the solution due to truncation errors, 

additional errors also arise due to component tolerances in the 

computer. These errors are discussed in section 2.7. 

2. 3 STABILITY 

When both the time and space intervals are differenced and the 

value of temperature for the next time interval is obtained by 

extrapolation, situations may arise where small errors tend to build up 

rapidly till the error terms completely overshadow the desired solution. 
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This is termed computationAl instability. While some finite difference 

expansions are stable, critical values of the ratio ·~ exist in the 

case of other expansions. The simple explicit finite difference method 

used for this computer is subject to such instability. 

The stability of linear equations, such as equations 2.1 ... 8 and 

2.1-11 when f(<p, t) is a constant, has been extensively studied. 6, 9' 10, 13 

Using general mathematical methods, such as the matrix method described 

by Fox10 it is shown that the stability is influenced by the na.ture of the 

initial and boundary conditions. Hoovever when constant initial and 

boundary values are used, as in the present study, the simple method 

'13 28 developed by Karplus may be used. ' Karplus uses the fact that the 

finite difference expression may be represented by an electrical network. 

Using electric circuit theory developed by Bode, criteria. for the stability 

of the ne~vork ana. hence the finite difference expression may be derived. 

Using these criteria, the conditions for stability of equations 2.1-8 

d 2 1 11 . ..!-. .t:>( t) . . t t . . b l\.t < 1 an • - vmen • q>, J.s a cons an J.S gJ.Ven y M2 2 . 

Although the criteria for the stability of linear equations are 

known, little is knovm in the case of non-linear equations in spite of 

intensive study~' 10 Even in a recent Summer School heliin Oxford it was 

concluded that the problem is largely unsolved. 10 Here it was also 

reported that in the study of a particular equation the general stability 

criterion was replaced by a 'local' stability criterion. This indicated 

that the stability depends on the solution and hence ~ may have to 

be varied in different regions. 

Even though a general answer to the stability problem has not been 

obtained the method can still be used. If instability is encountered the 
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h t
. •fit 

mes ra l.O ~ · · uX may be changed to determine \Vhether the instability is 

due to the finite difference method or whether it is inherent in the 

solution itself. 

2.4 CONVERGENCE 

A finite differenue expression is said to converge if the 

approxima.te solution obtained using finite difference methods approaches 

the exact solution of the partial differential equation as the grid 

spacing is refined, while the ratio of the grid spacing along the various 

co-ordinates is kept constant • 

. Karplus13 states that no general criteria for convergence have 

yet been developed but is is generally believed that if a finite 

difference equation is stable it also converges. However, in a. recent 

analysis by Fox
10 

it is pointed out that convergence requires that 

equations be both stable and compatible. A finite difference equation 

is compatible with the differential equation if the truncation errors 

* tend to zero as the grid spacing is redUced. On this basis all the 

finite difference methods mentioned in this thesis, including the simple 

explicit method used for the computer, will converge if they are stable. 

~ . . . w 
In particular an ex.plici t expression suggested by Du Fort & Frankel 

which has the advantage of being unconditionally stable but is not 

compatible and hence rnay be non-convergent if special precautions in the 

choice of fix artd fit are not taken. 
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2. 5 CHOICE OF COiJSTAi~TS 

It has been shmm in sections 2.1, 2. 2 and 2. 3 that the choice 

of the space and time intervals 6x and 6t are restricted by accuracy 
.. 

and stability considerations. In the present study a solution accuracy 

of 5% is required so that it is necessary to restrict individual errors 

to the order of 1% (0(0.01))• Choosing IJ.x = 0.2 and IJ.t = 0.01 the 

corresponding errors in x and t are 0(0.04) and 0(0.01) 

respectively. As the curve of ~ against x tends to be parabolic 

in shape in many of the solutions considered the actual error in x 

•Yill be smaller and even zero as mentioned in section 2. 2·. 

The above choice of IJ.x and IJ.t satisfies the stability condition 

6t 1 1 
a.s "'F.? = 4 < 2" 

Using these constants, the equations to be solved on the computer 

become :-

From equation 2.1-8 

••• 2.5-1 

From equation 2.1-11 

b.~ = 4
1 r(1 + 0.1 K)<p i - 2q> + (1 - 0.1 K)~ 1 J + 0.01 f(~ ) m,n ~ m+ ,n m,n m- ,n m,n 

... 2.5-2 

When l::.x = 0.2, the interval 0<x<1 nru.st be divided into 5 interva~s 

so that the boundary conditions for a symmetrical solution become (see 

also section 2.1) 
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••• 2.5-3 

a.nd initial cond.i tions become : 

••• 2.5-4 

A different set of grid spacings were used for one problem 

discussed in section 4.2.2. but as the treatment is similar it will not 

be repeated. 

2 .. 6 FOR:.£ OF THE DTI-'liiJ..:RENJE EQUA'riON 

The computer nmst calculate the value of ~ 
1 

from the knO\~ m,n+ 

values m 111 and til This calculation may be done in two Tm+i,n' Tm,n Ym-1,n· 

ways. 

1 By calculating ~ 1 directly in the computer using the m,n+ 

relationship obtained from equation 2. 5-1. 

If the computer introduces an error 5, the computed value 

becomes instead :-

t 
<P m,n+1 =[4

1 (cp 1 +2q> -+<j> 1 )+0.01f(~ )1(1+5) m+ ,n m,n m- ,n m,n j 

If 5 is small the total error after n calculations vrill be 

O(n&) • 
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2 By ce.lculating t.<p and adding it to the stored value of m,n 

If the error in each calculation of 

6<i>m,n is & the total error in <p after n calculations m,n 

will be O(n&llq>m,n) 
<i>m,n 

and as <p = O(n8<p ) the total error m,n m,n 

will be 0(&). 

It is apparent that it.is more accurate to arrange the computer 

to calculate the increment given by equation 2.5-1 and to add it to the 

stored value of q> . to obtain <p 
1 

rather than calculating . ~n ~~ 

<p . 
1 

directly. m,n+ 

2.7 ERRORS INTRODUCED BY COMFJTING ELEMENTS 

In addition to the truncation errors inherent in the finite 

difference method additional errors are introduced by ~nperfections 

in the computing elements. Two forms of error can be distinguished. 

1 Coefficient Errors 

The finite gain of the operational amplifiers and the 

finite tolerances of the resistors and potentiometers used 

in each computing element cause small departures from the 

desired transfer function for the element. This has the effect 

of producing slight al tera.tions in the coe.fficients of the 

equation being solved. The solutions produced are those of the 

desired equation with slightly altered coefficients. These 

coefficient errors are easily corrected as the actual value of 

thecoeffieients can be measured and corrected. 
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2 Spurious Term Errors. 

Store leak:a!:e and certain conibina.tions of component 

tolerance errors effectively introduce additional spurious terms 

into the equation being solved. 

The simplest form of spurious term arises due to 

amplifier drift which takes the form of' an additional constant 

term, However as this type of error is readily detected and 

corrected it will not be discussed in detail. 

A general study of error is outside the scope of this thesis. 

Instead the errors introduced into 
, a::~ 

the basic equation * = ax~ 
by component and store imperfections are briefly considered to indicate 

the precautions necessary in the design of the computer. 

A Error due to store leakage 

E . om cl<P • t f r· . t a· ff . xpressJ.ng at' = ~ J.n erms o · J.!lJ. e J. erences usl.ng 

equations 2.1-1 and 2.1~5 gives :-

If the store holding the value ~ loses an amount 

... 

-K <p s 

2.7~1 

due 

to leakage in the time required to calculate one increment in 

n, the actual equation solved becomes :-

6m = ~ (m - 2rn + tn )6t + K m 
'~"m,n . h.x '~"zn...i,n Tm,n '~"m+1,n s'~"m,n 

••• 2.7-2 

which correspond3 to the equation 
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••• 

Equation 2,7-3 shows that a spurious term proportionaJ..to If' 

has been introduced due to store leakage. 

Error due to co,onent tolerances in the· circuit generatinr~ 
the difference ~ 1 - 2~ + ~ :I ) m+ ,n m,n m-.,n 

Due to component tolerances the actual value of the 

difference ~ 
1 

... 2<p + ~ 
1 

obtained in the computer will m+ ,n m;n m- ,n 

be modified so that equation 2. 7-1 beco1nes :-

A~ = 7~ [(1 + &1)m 1 - (1 + &2 )2~ m,n t.:~X Tm+ ,n m,n 

+ (1 + &3)cp 1 J llt m- ,n 2. '7-4 

Where &
1

; o2 and &3 are fractional error terms which ha.v.e 

the same order of magnitude as the component tolerance of. the 

circuit used to generate the difference. Equation 2.7-4 may be 

rewritten as :-

... 2.7-5 
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Using equations 2.1-4 and 2.1-3 it can be shown that equation 

2. 7-5 correspond~ to the equation :-

••• 2.7-6 

It is evident tha.t the component errors have introduced a 

p i d ·.~-.. . t . 1 . ~ d coe~f cient error an vffO spur1ous erms 1nvo v1ng ox an 

~ respectively. 

The co-efficients of the spurious terms introduced by store 

leakage and component tolerance shown in equations 2. 7-3 and 2. 7-6 

increase as the grid spacings are decreased. .As the truncation error 

decreases with decreasing grid spacing it is evident that, for a given 

computer and finite difference expansion; an optimum value of grid 

spacing exists which gives the ~ solution error. Fischer
11 

has 

shown that a similar optirnuln error exists when partial difference 

equations are solved on conventional analogue computers using finite 

difference methods. 

'l'he permissable store leakage and component tolerance which will 

produce a. 1% error in the solution due to the spurious terms may be 

estima.ted using equations 2. 7-3 and 2. 7-6 and the solutions of equations 

2.7-1 given in section 4.2 which show the effect of the spurious terms. 

Fig. 4. 2-6 shows that the error due to the ~ term when 
oX 

!x(53 - 51) = 1 is of the order of 20;~. For 1% error with !J.x = 0.2, 

(53 ... 51)' = 1:&, so that components with 17& tolerance can be used. 

Fig. 4. 2-5 shows tha.t the error due to the <p term when 
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a~(&1 - 2&2 + &3) = 0.5 is of the order of 30jl6. For 1% error with 

6x = 0.2, (&1 - 2&2 + &3) = 0.2%. As only 1% tolerance resistors are 

readily available special precautions are required to reduce the 

&
1 

- 2&
2 

- &
3 

error in the circuit generating the .difference expression 

if the spurious term error is to be limited to 1%. 

Similarly the maximum allowable store leakage for 1;6 error due 

to the cp term is K = 1. 5 x 10-4 or 1. 5.:::. for 100 calculations s 

(n.::100). 



.. 
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3 EXPERIMEI'l""T.AL ANALOGUE COMPUTER 

3.1 COMPUTER OUTLINE 

The analogue computer to solve partial differentia~ equations by 

the f'.ini te difference m~thod discussed in section 2 consists of two 

principal sections. 

1 THE STORE which stores the value.s of <l>m,n 

2 THE CO~dPUTING SECTIO.i'T which 

Reads the stored values of tn , rn and m 
Tm+l,n Tm;n Tm-l,n 

b Calculates the increment 6cpm,n from <pm+l,n' <Pm,n 

andcp
1

• m- ,n 

c Adds the increment 6<p to the stored value m,n 'Pm,n 

producing the new stored value <Pm,n+l• 

The experimental analogue computer uses a passive capacitor store and an 

active compu.ting section based on differential operational amplifiers. 

A photograph of this instrument appears in fig. 5.1-1. 

The block diagram of the experimental computer is shown in fig. 

3.1-2. The principal functions of each block are :-

1 THE CAPACITOR STORE stores the values of' the variables 

<p
1

, <p
2

, <p
5 

••••• in analogue form as voltages on a set of' 

capacitors. 

2 THE SWITCH connects the computing section buffer and 

integrator circuits to the required store capacitors. The 

buffers read the values of <pm+i,n' cpm.n and <pm-1,n and the 
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integrator writes the calculated value of t:.cp into the m,n 

store. 

The , switch also supplies synchronising signals for the relay-

drive and start circuits. 

5 THE BUFFERS are· unity gain isolating emplifiers which prevent 

the discharge of the store capacitors by the computing cirCUits. 

4 1}ffi D]]~EREN0ER generates the difference ~m+l,n- 2cpm,n +.~m-l~n 

corresponding to the second space derivative. 

5 · 'l'H:I!; FUNCTION GENERATOR generates the function f(~,t). (Only 

an exponential function generator giving Ke~ was studied.) 

6 nm INTEGRATOR adds t:.~ to the contents of the ~ store 
~n ~n 

via the switch. 

7 THE RELAY DRIVE CIRCUITS operate the relays in the integrator 

required to affect the addition of A<P in synchronism with the m,n 

switch. 

8 THE S'r:ART Al'·iTI INITIAL CO:.IDITIONS CIRCUITS set the store and 

computer circuits to the initial and boundary values required and 

start the computation and the recording devices at the correct 

instant. 

9 · THE POTE1ITIOMETRIC RECORDER records the potential of a selected 

store ~ producing a solution of ~ against t. m m 

10 T'rlE STORAU.E OSCILLOSCOPE displays the output of the q> buffer 
m 

and using a linear sweep and intensity modulation produces a 

solution of q> 1 for all values of m, against . x and t. 

11 THE SWITCH POWER ~'UPPLY operates the switch motor synchronously 

at mains frequency. 
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12 THE COMPUTING CIRCUB.' PO\VER SUPPLIES supply the regulated d.c. 

voltages required by the computing amplifier and relay circuits. 

The modification of the stored value of ~m,n to ~m,n+1 is 

carried out in two steps as the switch wiper passes over the fixed contact 

connected to the ~ store capacitor. 
m 

1 During the first half of the period during which the switch wipers 

are on the fixed contacts, termed the compute period, the store 

capacitors holding the values of q>m+l,n' q>m,n and <Pm-l,n 

are connected to the computing section which calculates 

6cpm,n and stores the result in a transfer capacitor in the 

integrator., 

2 During the second half of the period during which the switch 

wipers are on the fixed contacts, termed the write period, the 

calculated increment of' charge corresponding to 6q> stored m,n 

in· the transfer capa.ci tor is added to the capacitor holding , 

<Pm,n' 

The switch "vipers_ then move on to connect the store capa.citors 

holding q> , <p 
1 m,n m+ ,n so that cp 

1 1 is produced. m+ ,n+ 

This process is repeated until all the stored values are modified to 

correspond to time (n + 1)6t, when the switch will arrive back at the 

capacitors holding ~1,n+1 and proceed to calculate the values for 

time (n+2)6t. The calculation continues in this fashion until sufficient 

of the required solution is obtained, corresponding typically to n = 100 

to 200. 
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3.2 STORE 

3. 2.1 ANALOGUE STORAGE 

Storage entails the sampling and holding of the instantaneous 

value of a fUnction from one calculation to the next. A number of 

electrostatic and magnetic storage devices have been developed for the 

storage of analogue computer data. 30 The choice of device most suited 

for a particular application is determined by the accuracy (linearity 

and. leakage) and the sampling speed required. 

Electrostatic storage of charge on a capacitor has the advantage 

of being inherently linear, but suffers from charge leakage. The 

simplest storage device consists of a bank of capacitors connected to a 

switch. The capacitors are charged to definite volta.ge levels and the 

voltage read off when required.. Kozak36 using a rotating wheel of' 

capacitors with mechanical switching has achieved an accuracy of 1% at 

a sampling rate of 30 capacitors per second. A sindlar type of' store 

but using solid state switching described by Wager29 offers a potentially 

higher sampling rate. An ultra-high speed store using charge storage 

. 37 
on the face of a cathode ray tube developed by Bergman has a 

sampling rate of the order of 1 micro second. 

Magnetic storage devices utilize the high remanence and low 

coercive force of certain modern magnetic materials38 and have the 

advantage of excellent permanence but are inherently non linear. 

Applications may be divided into continuous and two state devices. 

The storage of analogue data as flux in mu.ltiaperture core 

devices such as the Transfluxor30 have been considered and dismissed 
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. l 29 because of ow a.coura.oy. The magnetic tape recorder has been 

propo.sed as an analogue storage device by Wa.inwright20 and attempted 

by Fujino
32 

who found that the computer accura.cy was limited to the 

order of 1<r~by the inherently unreliable ~litude characteristic of 

the tape. 

Accurate stora.ge with magnetic devices is possible using two 

state techniques. A quasi•analogue store using two-state cores has been 

described by Watanbe~3 Similarly, accurate storage using tape recorders 

may be obtained by employing frequency or pulse modulation techniques. 

Be1ck
58 

claims an accuracy of 0.1% from d.c. to 0.5 c/s for such a 

technique. Although accurate, these techniques have the disadvantage 

of digital methods of req}.lir;iJlg complicated auxiliary equipment~ 

In the experimental analogue .computer a solution time of the order 

of 50 seconds was chosen so that a high speed potentiometric recorde~ with 

a response time of 0.5 seconds,could be used to record solutions with an 

accuracy of the order of 1%. For a calculation involving 5 space and 

200 time intervals a sampling rate of 20 store positions per second is 

required. As modern,motor driven, multipole switches capable of scanning 

. 200 contacts per second are available;o the simple capacitor store and 

mechanical switch was chosen. 

3. 2. 2 CAPACITOR STORE 

The computer uses a store consisting of 5 polystyrene-dielectric 

capacitors connected to a multi pole, motor driven rotary switch. Ideally 

each capacitor should hold the charge placed on it without change between 

successive calculations end should be unaffected by the charge on 
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adjacent store capacitors. The practical store departs from these ideals 

because of leaka.ge, dielectric stora&,e and cross-talk effects~ The 

eXperimental approach consists of an attempt to eliminate dielectric 

storage a.nd cross-talk effects and to make all forms of leakage 

proportional to the store voltage and then to use a compensation technique 

to reduce the effective store leakage to zero. IJ."he various causes of 

store leakage are discussed in section 3.2.3 and a method of store 

leakage compensation is described in section 5.3;.2. 

Dielectric storage effects cause a capacitor to act as if it is 

in parallel with a number of series resistance~capacitance combinations 

mth time constants ranging from the order of seconds to hundreds of 

34 seconds. As the integrator aCids a calculated charge to the store 

capaci~or, the dielectric storage effect introduces an uncertainty in 

the corresponding voltage increment. This uncertainty is equal to the 

.ratio ·of' the additional 'dielectric storage' shunt capaci tari.ce to the 

total capacitance of the store capacitor. The storage effect depends on 

the type of dielectric employed. The ratio of 'dielectric storage' to 

total capacitance is approximately 1% for paper as against 0.1% for 

polystyrene. 54 

Dielectric storage a.lso causes a form of leakage due to the charge 

on the capacitor 'leaking' into the shunt tdielectric storage' capacitors. 

As this leakage is not proportional to the capacitor voltage simple 

leakage compensation is impossible. These eff.ects which were troublesome 

when paper dielectric capacitors were tried, were negligible when 

polystyrene dielectric capacitors were used. 
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Cross talk occurs between adjacent store capacitors due to charge 

transferred on the switch wiper stray capacitance, c . w When the 

switch wiper passes successive store capacitors charged to voltages 

V 1 , Vm and V 
1

. the voltage increment at the middle capacitor ~V is: m- m+ m 

••• 3.2-2 

ivhere C is the store capacitance. This charge transfer introduces a. m 

spurious term error, called cross-ta~k error) into the equation being 

~ solved of the form a~· 

The cross-talk error can be eliminated by connecting the store 

capacitors to alternate contacts on the switch and connecting discharge 

resistors to the intermediate contacts. As the stray capacitance is 

completely discharged after being connected to each store capacitor 

charge leakage proportio1~ to the store capacitor voltage results. 

Measurements showed that the cross-talk was not completely 

eliminated in the experimental computer because of the action of the 

integrator which becomes unstable on the intermediate contacts, charging 

the wiper stray capacitance and also reducing the discharge time 

available. 
-4 n1e measured coefficient in equation 3.2-2 was 2.5 x 10 • 

This introduces a negligible error into the solution of the diffusion 

equation and could be elimina.ted if necessary by slightly modifying the 

integrator circuit. 
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3.2.3 CAPACITOR STORE LEAKAGE 

Leakage of stored charge from the store capacitors occurs at 

several points in the computer. It \va.s shown in section 2. 7 that this 

leakage introduces a. spurious term into the equation being solved. It 

was estimated that, to limit the solution error due to this spurious term 

to 1';6, the leakage error must be limited to 1. 5% in the time required to 

calculate 100 time intervals. This time corresponds to approximately 15 

seconds in the experimental computer. 

']he principal sources of leakage are :-

1 Capapitor Leakage 

Capacitor leakage occurs due to dielectric and surface 

effects. Using paper capacitors with a decay time constant of 

104 seconds the leakage after 15 seconds is 0.15%. For 

polystyrene capacitors with a time constant of 5 x 106 seconds 

the corresponding leakage is less than 0.001%. 

2 Circuit Insulation Leakage 

Leakage occurs due to the imperfect insulation of the 

switch and computing circuits. In the experimental computer, 

each capacitor is connected to 16 fixed. contacts on the switch 

bank having a total leakage resistance of 1,500 megohms which 

gives a leakage of 2% in 15 seconds. Each capacitor is also 

connected via the switch wipers to the buffer, integrator and 

initial condition circuits where additional leakage will occur. 
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4 Leakage due to Switch Wiper Contact Overlap 

The store capacitors are momentarily connected to earth 

via the switch wipe:t- discharge resistors if bridging switch 

wipers are used. Bridging wipers were used in the experimental 

computer to obtain bounce free contact ope:t-ation. The leakage 

depends on the time that the capacitor contact is bridged to 

an intermediate contact and the discharge resistance. The 

measured leakage due to contact overlap after 15 seconds was 

4%. 

5 Leakage due to Finite Integrator Amplifier Gain 

It will be shown in section 3.3.2 that a loss of store. 

charge, proportional to the store voltage, occurs each time the 

integrator is switched from the 'compute' to the 'write' sta.te, 

due to the finite gain of the operational amplifier. The 

leakage error for typica.lvalues of the constants used in the 

computer will be of the order of 1%. 

The total measured leakage afte:t- 15 seconds is of the order of 101~ 

which is considerably in excess of the 1. 5% required. Means for reducing 

all the leakage errors mentioned exist but were not re~ired as it is 

possible to reduce the effective leakage by a factor of 10 using a simple 

compensation circuit on the integrator. The leakage compensation circuit 

is described in section 3.3.2. The results of tests on the capacitor 

store used with the integrator employing leakage compensation are given. 
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3.2.4 .AUXILIARY STORE 

The auxiliary store is a short term store which holds the value 

of the variable required for the ~ .
1 

input to the computing section m- ,n 

for two calculation periods. The necessity for the addi tiona.l store is 

best explained with reference to fig. 3.2.4. Notice that the 

buffer BUF 2, and the r,p 
1 

buffer BUF 3, are shown connected to the 
m+ 

main store capacitors Cm2 and cm3• Assume th~t the computer is 

calculating the increments for the nth time interval, so that BUF 2 

and BUF 3 are reading the values of' r,p2,n and <P;;,n from cm2 
and 

cm3. Assume also that r,p
1 

is available at the output of BUF 1. ,n 

The computing section calculates the increment t.<p = !:J. <p
2 

which m,n ,n 

is added to <P2,n so that the value storedin Om2 becomes <P2,n+1• 

The switch now moves on to the next contact position& BUF 2 

However, 

store 

<p
2 

no longer exists in the main store as the value in the ,n 

(cm2) was increased to r,p2,n+1 by the previous calculation. 

It is thus necessary to store each value in t~1e main store for use in 

the calctile.tion which follows that in which the main· .stove value is 

increased. This is the function of the auxiliary store. 

Using the auxiliary store, BJF 3 now writes the <Pm+1 value 

into an auxiliar,y capacitor via the D1 relay. This <p 
1
. value is 

ID+ 

stored until the switch moves on two steps when it is picked up by 

BUF 1. In the situation described above, the <P2,n value in the main· 

store capacitor Cm2 would have been written into the auxiliary store 

capacitor ca2 directly below it while BUF 3 was connected to Cm2~ 
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b. Initial and boundary conditions circuits. 
c. Start and integrator relay circuits. 
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adjacent store capacitors. The practical store departs from these ideals 

because of leakage, dielectric stora~e and cross-tall{ effects. The 

eiperimental approach consists of an attempt to eliminate dielectric 

storage end cross-talk effects and to make all forms of leakage 

proportional to the store voltage and then to use a compensation technique 

to reduce the effective store leakage to zero. The various causes of 

store leakage are discussed in section 3.2.3 and a method of' store 

leakage compensation is described in section 3.3•2• 

Dielectric storage effects cause a capacitor to act as if it is 

in parallel with a number of series resistance-capacitance combinations 

with time constants ranging from the order of seconds to hundreds of 

34 seconds. As the integrator adds a calculated charge to the store 

capacitor, the dielectric storage effect introduces an uncertainty iri 

the corresponding voltage increment. This uncertainty is equal to the 

ratio of the additional 'dielectric storage' shunt capaci ta.ri.ce to the 

total capacitance of the store capacitor. The storage effect depends on 

the type of dielectric employed. The ratio of 'dielectric storage' to 

total capacitance is approximately 1% for paper as against 0.1% for 

polystyrene., 34 

Dielectric storage also causes a form of leaka.ge due to the charge 

on the capacitor 'leaking' into the shunt 'dielectric storage' capacitors. 

As this leakage is not proportional to the capacitor voltage simple 

leakage compensation is impossible. These effects which were troublesome 

when paper dielectric capacitors were tried, were negligible when 

polystyrene dielectric capacitors were used. 
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Cross talk occurs bet-vreen adjacent store capa.ci tors due to charge 

transferred on the switch wiper stray capacitance, c • 
w 

When the 

switch wiper passes successive store capacitors charged to voltages 

V 1 , Vm and V 1. the voltage .increment at the middle capacitor t:..V is: 
m- m+ m 

••• 5.2-2 

~vhere C is the store capacitance. This charge transfer introduces a 
m 

spurious term error, called cross-talk error, into the equation being 
oacp 

solved of the form ~· 

The cross-talk error can be elimine.ted by connecting the store 

capacitors to alternate contacts on the switch and connecting discharge 

resistors to the intermediate contacts. As the stray capacitance is 

completely discharged after being connected to each store capacitor 

charge leakage proportio11al to the store capacitor voltage results. 

Measurements showed that the cross-talk was not completely 

eliminated in the experimental computer because of the action of the 

integ-.ca.tor which becomes unstable on the intermediate contacts, charging 

the wiper stray capacitance and also reducing the discharge time 

available. -4 The measured coefficient in equation 3.2-2 was 2.5 ~ 10 • 

This introduces a negligible error into the solution of the diffusion 

equation and could be elimina.ted if necessary by slightly modifying the 

integrator circuit. 
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3. 2. 3 CAPACI'l'OR STORE LEAKAGE 

Leakage of stored charge from the store capacitors occurs at 

several points in the computer. It >182 shO\VU in section 2.7 that this 

leakage introduces a spurious term. into the equation being solved. It 

was estimated that, to limit the solution error due to this spurious term 

to 1%, the leakage error rmlst be limited to 1. 5% in the tim() required to 

calculate 100 time intervals. This time corresponds to approximately 15 

seconds in the experimental computer. 

'rhe principal sources of leakage are :-

1 Capacitor Leakage 

Capacitor leakage occurs due to dielectric and surface 

effects. Using paper capacitors with a decay time constant of 

104 seconds the leakage a:fter 15 seconds is 0.1~. For 

6 
polystyrene capacitors with a time constant of 5 x 10 seconds 

the corresponding leakage .is less than 6. 001%. 

2 Circuit Insulation Leakage 

Leakage occurs due to the imperfect insulation of the 

switch and computing circuits. In the experimental computer; 

each capacitor is connected to 16 fixed contacts on the switch 

bank having a total leakage resistance of 1,500 megohms which 

gives a leakage of 2% in 15 seconds. Each capaoi tor is also 

connected via the switch wipers to the buffer, integra.tor and 

initial condition circuits where a.da.i tiona.l leakage will occur. 
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4 Leakage due to Switch Wiper Contact Overlap 

The store capa.ci tors a.re momentarily connected to earth 

via the switch wiper discharge resistors if bridging sw;j,tch 

wipers are used. Bridging wipers were used in the experimental 

computer to obtain bounce free contact operation. The leakage 

depends on the time that the capacitor contact is bridged to 

a.n intermediate contact and the discharge resistance, The 

measured leakage due to contact overlap after 15 seconds was 

5 Leakage due to .F.ini te Integrator Amplifier Gain 

It will be shown in section 3.3.2 that a. loss of store. 

charge, proportional to the store voltage, occurs each time the 

integrator is switched from the •compute' to the 'write• sta.te, 

due to the finite gain of the operational amplifier. The 

leakage error for typical values of the constants used in the 

computer will be of the order of 1%. 

The total measured leakage after 15 seconds is of the order of 101~ 

which is considerably in excess of the 1. 5% required. Means for reducing 

all the leakage errors mentioned exist but were not required as it is 

possible to reduce the e:f'f'ecti ve leaka.ge by a factor of 10 using a simple 

compensation circuit on the integrator. The leakage compensation circuit 

is described in section 3.3.2. The results of tests on the capacitor 

store used with the integrator employing leakage compensation are given. 

.
' 
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5. 2.4 AUXILIARY STORE 

The auxiliary store is a .short term store which holds the value 

of the variable required f·or the <pm-i,n input to the computing section 

for two calculation periods. The necessity for the additional store is 

best explained with reference to fig. 3.2.4. Notice that the <Pm 

buffer BUF 2, and the <P 
1 

buf.fer BUF 3, 
ill+ 

are shown connected to the 

main store capacitors Cm2 and cm3• Assume th~t the computer is 

calculating the increments for the nth time interval, so that BUF 2 

and BUF 5 are reading the values of <p
2 

and <p from C and ,n 5,n m2 

Cm3. Assume also that <pl,n is available at the output of BUF 1. 

The computing section ca~culates the increment A<J> = A <p2 which m,n ,n 

is added to <p2,n so that the value storEdin Cm2 becomes <P:a,n+l" 

The switch now moves on to the next contact position& BUF 2 

rea.ds <P'% and BUF 3 reads <p •. Also required is <P = cp • u,n 4,n ~1,n 2,n 

.However, 

store 

<p2 no longer exists in the main store as the value in the ,n 

(cm2) was increased to <P2 1 by the previous calculation. ,n+ 

It is thus necessary to store each value .in ttle main store for use in 

the calcUlation which follows that in which the main· store value is 

increased. This is the function of the auxiliary store. 

Using the auxiliary store, BUF 3 now writes the <Pm+l value 

into an auxiliary capacitor via. the D1 relay. This <P 1 value is 
ill+ 

stored until the switch moves on two steps when it is picked up by 

BUF 1. In the situation described above, the <P2 value in the main · ,n 

store capacitor Cm2 would have been written into the auxiliary store 

capacitor ca2 directly below it while BUF 3 was connected to Cm2! 
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a. Interconnection of the main and auxiliar.y stores, 
the switch end the buffers. 

b. Initial and boundary conditions circuits. 
c. Start and integrator relay circuits. 
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The value of <p2 will remain stored in this auxiliary capacitor af'ter ,n 
<p2 has been modified to <p2 . 1 in the main store (om2) and will thus ,n ,n+ 

be available when re~ired to calculate ll<p3,n. The value of <f>2,n ·will 

remain in the auxiliary store until it is eventually overwritten. 

Only 3 auxiliary store capacitors are required regardless of the 

number of main store capacitors in use. However because of the .small 

number of main store capacitors used, 5, the wiring of the auxiliary 

store was simplified if 4 auxiliary store capacitors are used as shown 

in fig. 3.2.4. The requirements for auxiliary store capacitors are not 

stringent. The exact capacitance is unimportant as BUF 3 charges the 

capacitor to the same voltage as the corresponding main store capacitor. 

Because of the short stora.ge time of approximately 40 milli-seconds and 

because errors are not cumulative, unlike the main store, the errors 

introduced by the factors·considered in section 3.2.5 are relatively 

unimportant in the case of the auxiliary store. 

The 350 ohm resistor placed between the output of BUF 5 and the 

auxiliary store 'write• wiper is required to prevent high frequency 

instability of the BUF 5 amplifier which results if the output is 

shunted by a ~fd capacitor. It is important to keep the puxilia.ry store 

charging time constant (= 0.55 milliseconds) small compared to the 'write' 

period (5 milli-seconds) otherwise the auxiliary store does not exactly 

duplicate the main store values when the la.tter are changing rapidly which 

gives rise to transient errors in the computed solutions. 

Relay D is provided to break the auxiliary store write-path before 

either of the wipers leave the contacts to prevent errors arising from the 
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partial discharge of the auxiliary capacitor which would occur if the 

~m+1 contact is broken before the auxiliary store write contact. 

3.2.5 INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The voltages on the main store capacitors at the start of the 

computation must be set to values corresponding to the assumed initial 

conditions (see 2.1). 

Only uniform initial conditions are considered in the experimental 

computer corresponding to :-

These initial voltages are set by qreaking the 'write' path between the 

switch and the integrator and connecting it to the initial conditions 

supp~. This operation is performed by relay E in figs. 3.2.4 and 

B6. The calculation is started by operating relay E which connects 

the integrator to the switch. Relay E must be opera.ted in synchronism 

with the switch so that the computation commences with the first store 

capacitor. 

Boundary conditiorl.S are set by connecting the contacts on the 

switch corresponding to the boundaries to boundar,y condition supplies. 

In the experimental computer only two boundary conditions were used 

corresponding to :-

1 A slab divided into 6 intervals with fixed boundary conditions 

~bl and ~b2 • Referring to fig. 3.2.4 it is seen that this 

is achieved by connecting contact 0 on the auxiliary store bank 
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to the ~1 supply and contact 6 on the main store bank to 

the cpb2 supply via the boundary condition switch SB (SB 

in the ASY1~etrical position.) 

2 A half-slab divided into 5 intervals with a fixed boundary 

condition <pbl and with symmetry about the central plane at 

<p5 • This symmetry condition is imposed by connecting the 
jll 

auxiliary store capacitor C 4 holding q>4 to contact 6 
. a ,n 

on the main store bank. (SB in SYMmetrical position.) 

3.2.6 SWITCH 

The switch used is a high-speed motor-driven uniselector designed 

f t t . t 1 h 1' t' 40 t . t d 8 b or au oma J.C e ep one app ~ca ~ons. I .J.s connec e as an ank 

104 contact switch. The switch connections are indicated schematically 

in fig. 3.2.4 and described in appendix B1. 

Three banks equipped with bridging wipers, to ensure bounce free 

operation, are used to connect the main and auxiliary store ca.pa.ci tors 

to the computing section. A further two banks are used to provide the 

synchronising signals for the relay drive and start circuits .• 

Only alternate contacts are used to avoid short circuits between 

stores by the bridging wipers. · Stray·capacita.nce discharge resistors 

are connected to the intermediate contacts where required. Twelve contact 

positions a.re required to accommodate 5 space intervals (see fig. Bi/2) 

and all the connections are repeated 8 times. In one revolution of the 

switch the computer can thus calculate the 5 values corresponding to the 

5 space intervals for 8 time intervals making 40 calculations in all. 
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Rear View of the experimental computer showing 

From top to bottom 

a Auxiliary capacitor store 
b Buffer amplifiers 
c Switch 

(Stray capacitance discharge resistances 
and main store capacitors are connected 
to the switch.) 
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••• 3.3.1-1 

Note that the output voltage is in phase with the input terminal 

marked (+) and in antiphase with input terminal marked (-). 

2 The comrnon•mode gain is zero. 1he common-mode gain Gc is 

defined by :-

G c 

2V 
0 

- v + v 
p n 

••• 

The input terminals are open circuits so that no current flows 

into these terminals. 

Practical differential operational amplifiers depart from the ideal 

by having finite differential and. common mode gains and. measurable grid. 

current. 

The action of circuits employing the differential operational 

amplifier are reedily understood if the following property is recognized. 

The differential gain of the amplifier is very large so that the full 

output voltage can be produced by a very small voltage difference between 

the input terminals. If a negative feedback path is provided between the 

output tmd the (-) input terminal the amplifier will act to reduce the 

voltage difference between the input terminals to a minimum. As the 

amplifier gain is increased to inf'ini ty this voltage difference will tend 

to zero. The differential amplifier which has such a negative feedback 

pa.th thus acts to produce a 'virtual short circuit' between the input 

terminals. This virtual short circuit is analogous to the 'virtua.l earth' 
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produced in the conventional operational amplifier circuit • 
.. 

A description of the differential opera.tiona~ amplifier designed 

for the experimental computer is given in appendix B2. This amplifier 

has a differential gain of 2,000 a common~mode gain of less than unity 

and negligible grid current. The effect of the finite differential and 

common-mode gains on the integrator, buffer and differencer circuits are 

considered in Appendix A. 

3. 3. 2 INTEG·RATOR 

A. Action of the integrate~ 

The integrator must add '!;he calculated increment of charge 

corresponding to A~ to the m,n store capacitor regardless of the 

value of the charge; correspondirig to ~ , a.lrea.dy on the capacitor. 
. m,n 

'l'he basic circuit of the integrator based on the differential operational 

amplifier is shovn1 in fig. 3.3.2•1. 

To simplify the explanation of the integrator action ass1nne that 

the differentiol operational amplifier is ideal. 

the calculated charge into the store capacitor 

the 'compute' end 'write• periods. 

The integrator injects 

C in two steps called m 

During the compute period the integrator A,B and C relays are in 

position • a' as shown. The differentia..l amplifier is now connected as a 

nonna~ single input operational amplifier with the transfer capacitor Ct 

connected from the amplifier output to earth. The amplifier charges Ct 

1b 
to the calculated voltage vct(a.) = - R vi. thus storing a. certain 

a 
charge. The bracketed suffix (a) indicates that this is the voltage on 

capacitor' ct while the relays are in position 'a'. 
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Fig. 3.3.2·1 Basic circuit of the integrator withleakage compensation 

d e d e 

: \ ~~IPER CONNECTED TO \ 

I I.e. I cm1 I . J.C. I Cm2 I 
•1 oa . •• ·I· ........ ~ .......... t ........ ·I· ..... ~ ... ~ .... . 
OUTPUT . I I I I 
VOLTAGE I c I L...J 

. ~ e I 
0 ·r-· .... -~- ....... L .. .+ .. ~- ·t. "1t1-~I~G-5EC 

I Tc ITt lr., . \' Tc 1\ I Tw J TIME MARKERS 

d e 
~r . 3·N-2 

:Fig. 3.3.2-2 Waveform at the output of the integrator amplifier 
dur!n3 normal computer Operation. 

where 

T ~ compute period c 
Tt = relay transition period 

T = write period w 
r;c = intermediate contact 

a= .relay A,'a'contact breaks 
b := relay B & C 'a 1 contacts break 
c = relay B & C 'b' contacts make 
d = &vitch wiper leaves store 

capacitor contact. Note resulting 
instability. 

e = relays return to position 'a' 

' I 
I 
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During the 4vrite period, the relays are switched to position •b'. 

The transfer capacitor Ct and the store capacitor Cm are connected in 

series by relay A. If the voltage across Ct could· be reduced to zero 

all the charge on Ct would-be transferred to em which is the desired 

result. This is achieved using the differential amplifier in the following 

manner. Ignoring the presence of R , it can be seen that the (-) input 
c 

of the differential operational amplifier is connected directly to the 

output via ~ making Vn = V
0

, R having been disconnected by relay a -

B. The (+) input is connected to the junction between Ct and C by m 

relay c. As the differential amplifier acts to produce a virtua.l short 

circuit between the inp1t terminals it acts to make v = v = v p n o 

reducing the voltage across the transfer capacitor v
0

t = V
0 

- VP 

thus 

to 

zero. As no current flovvs into the input terminals of the amplifier all 

the charge on ct is transferred to em. 

An expression for the increment in store voltage /'J.VCm taking into 

account the finite differential gain Gd and common mode gain Gc of 

the amplifier is derived in appendix A1 and is. 

1 °t - - - c1 - G > v c· ) Gd Cm c Cm a 

0t lb 
+em~ vcm(a) ... 3.3.2-1 

leakage term compensation term 

The first ter.m of the expression shows the normal reduction in the 

voltage increment due to the finite gain of the amplifier. The error 

introduced is of the order ~ • 
d 
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The second term, indicates that due to the finite gain a negative 

voltage increment results which is proportional to the voltage on the 

store capacitor and occurs every time the integrator circuit is switched 

from compute to write. This is the effect which resembles simple charge 

leakage and was mentioned in section 5.2.5 dealing with charge.leakage 

from the capacitor store. 

The third term will be discussed later. 

Reliable operation of the integrator circuit requires the A relay 

to operate before the B and C relays. This is necessary to prevent an 

alteration in the charge on the transfer capacitor which may occur if the 

B or C relays operate first, altering conditions at the inputs to the 

amplifier. Prior operation of the A relay is achieved by delaying the 

operation .of the B and C relays by shunting the relays coils '\vith small 

capacitors as shown in figs. 3.2.4 and B-6. Additional practical details 

of the integrator are given in appendix B3. 

A typical waveform of the voltage occuring at the output of 

integrator amplifier during normal computer operation is shown in fig. 

3.3.2-2. The waveform shows the compute, relay transition and write 

periods which occur while the switch connects the integrator to a store 

capacitor. When the s'\vitch moves off a store capacitor contact on to an 

intermediate contact the integrator which is still in the >vri te state 

becomes unstable. The instability does not affect the store voltage as 

it only occurs when the integrator is not connected to a store capacitor. 

This instability occurs because a direct positive feedback path from the 

output to the (+) input of the amplifier via the transfer capacitor occurs 

when the store capacitor is disconnected by the switch. This instability 
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causes the amplifier output voltage to increase until it is limited by 

.the voltage swing limits of the operational amplifier at approximately 

+ - 150 volts and persists until the relays are returned to their compute 

state (position a). The amplifier is d.c. coupled and recovers almost 

instantaneously when the positive feedback path is removed. 

B. Compensation for charge leaka&e 

The third term in equation 5.5.2-1 for the store voltage increment 

arises when Rc is connected from the (•) input of the amplifier to earth. 

This has the effect of producing a. positive voltage increment, which is 

proportional to the voltage across the store capucitor, each time the 

integrator circuit is switched from 'compute• to 'write'. As all the 

stored charge leaka.ge effects. discussed in section 5.2.3, produce 

negative voltage increments whic~ are proportional to the store capacitor 

voltage, an appropriate choice of R provides a means of compensa.ting c 

for all forms of charge leakage. 

The reduction in charge leakage achieved using leakage compensation 

on the integrator is shown in fig. 5.5.2-5. This chart record shows the 

reduction in leakage from a capacitor initially charged to a. fixed 
' ' 

voltage which results when the leakage compensa.tion resistor R is c 

connected. It is evident that the leakage is reduced. from the order of 

10% for n ~ 100 to the order of 1.0/~ 

The remaining charge leakage on the 5 store capacitors Cml to 

cm5' connected a.s shown in the circuit given in fig. 3.2.4, after 

adjusting the leakage compensation to reduce the leakage on Cm5 to zero 

is shown in fig. 5.3.2-4. Unselected components were used. These curves 
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Fig. 5.3.2•5 Reduction in_charge leakage using leakage compensation 

PARTICULARS 

The figure is an original chart recording showing the variation with 
time of the voltage across store capacitor Czns which is connected to the 
integrator via the .switch, With both .switch and integra.tor operating. Each 
curve was produced by connecting a d. o. supply to the ca:paci tor, charging 
it to the .supply volta.get before disconnecting the .supply at time 
t ::: n = 0 and allowing the capacitor to discharge due to leakage. The 
chart was reset and a second curve obtained but with the leakage compensation 
resistor Rc connected. The process was repeated for initial store voltage.s 
of approximately .! 100, .:t 50 and 0 volts. 
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Fig. 3.,5.2-4 Reduction of charge "leakage using leakage compensation 

PARTICULARS 

The figure shows the variation with time and nuniber ·Of calculations 
of the voltage across the 5 main store capacitors, Cm1 to Cm5 . which were 
initially charged to + 100 v. The purves were produced using· the method 
described under Fig. 3.3. 2-3. The compensation was adjusted to reduce the 
charge leakage on 0m5 ·to zero. 
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show that the leakage corresponding to n = 100 has been reduced from the 

order of 11% to less than 1% fol:' capa.citors cm2' CmS' cm4 and Cm5 and 

to 2% for Cm1' Inability to compensate perfectly for the leakage occuring 

on a.ll the store capacitors is due to small variations ·Of the leakage in 

the components associated with each store capacitor. Perfect compensation 

is possible if all the components are selected to have identical leakage, 

or alternatively; additional leak:a.ge '!!'JaY be introduced and a.(ljusted to 

make the leakage from each store capacitor identical. 

The accuracy a.nd linea.ri ty of the integra tor can be verified by 

comparing the actual and calculated performance. Equation 3.3.2·1 gives 

the voltage increment per calculation of an ideal integrator as :-

For a fixed input voltage v1 and zero initial stored charge (VCm = 0) 

at n = 0, after n calculations the store voltage VCm should be :-

••• 3.5.2-2 

A chart record of the variation of VCm with various fixe·d input 

voltages is shown in fig. 5.5.2-5. The step na.ture of the store voltage 

+ is readily observed on the curves corresponding to Vi = - 10 and 

+ ... 50 volts. Points calculated using equation 3.5.2-2 are plotted in 

fig. 3.5.2-5 and show that the overall error of the integrator and 

potentiometric recorder is of the order of 1%. The recorder accuracy 

is essentially eliminated as the recorder was used to set the input 
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Fig. 3.3.2-5 Chart .record shoring variation with time of store 
capacitor val ta.ge V cm5, with various constant 
voJ.tages v1 applied to the input of the integrator 

(using leakage compensation). 

PARTICULARS 

The curves were obtained by connecting the integrator with a 
.fixed input val tage to the· svd tch and store capacitor at a time 
corresponding to n = o. The .set of curves were obtained by resetting 
the chart, discharging the store capacitor and repeating the process for 
the different input voltages. 

Here. Cm5 :: 1.00 j..lfd, Ct = 0.080 j..lfd, Ra ::: 300 K, Itt> = 750 K 
All componehts values and voltages measured to ! 1% giving ideally 

V ::: 0.2 n V. em J. 
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Fig. 3.3.2•6 Oscillograph showing the increase of the 5 store voltages 
with time with a constant voltage applied to the integrator 

PARTICULARS 

This photographic record was produced using the intensity 
modulation technique for recording the store voltages de.scribed in 
section 3.5.2. The 5 dots represent the voltages of the 5 store capacitors. 
The .step ramp. is produced by adding a fixed voltage increment ~V to 
the .store capacitors in turn, so that the steps of the ramp corrg~pond to 
the values nAV • em 

(c = 1.oo ;!lfd, ct. = o.oa !lfd, m 
V. = 50V so that ~v = 10V.) 

.l. . em 

R = 300K, e. . ~ = 750K, and 
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vol ta.ges Vi. 

The accuracy of the integrator with store capacitors otht.:r than 

that used to obtain fig. 3.3.2-5, depends on the capacitance of these 

capacitors. In the computer the store capacitors were trimmed using 

small fixed capacitors to 1.00 ! 0.01 ~fd. Fig. 3.3.2-6 shows the 

increase of the 5 store voltages with a fixed voltage applied to the 

input of the integrator. The voltage differences between the stores are 

of the order of 11~ of the store voltage indicating that the integrator 

accuracy is essentially the same for all the stores. 

3.3.3 BUFFER 

The function of the buffer is to isolate the store capacitors from 

the computing circuits to prevent the discharge of the stored charge. 

Ideally the buffer should have an infinite input resistance, zero input 

current and should reproduce the stored voltage exactly e.t its output. 

The differential operational amplifier may be used as an accurate 

buffer by connecting the output to the negative gain input terminal and 

applying the input signal to the positive gain input terminal as shown 

in fig. 5.3.3. 

'1>0 

Fig.3.3.3. Buffer based on the differential operational amplifier 
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The input to the buffer is applied directly to the grid of the 

input valve which has been designed to have negligible grid current so 

that the buffer effectively has an infinite input resis'tanc'e.' 

An expression for the output voltage of the buffer [iving the error 

introduced by the finite differential and common-mode gains, Gd and 

Gc, of the differential operational amplifier is derived i~ Appe~~ A2 

and is :-

.. ·• 3.3.3-1 

This expression indicates that the buffer repeats the input voltage 

V P with an error of the order of 1/G d when the common-mode gain G c 

is less than unity. For Gd: 20~ the error is of the order of 0.1%. 

3.3.4 DIFFERENCER 

The differencer is the circuit used to generate the volta.ge 

difference coT1~esponding to the first or second space derivatives. Vlhen 

~
2 

~ and ~ are replaced by the finite difference expressions 
<.IX vX . 

(1/A~ ){<pm+1 - 2<pm + <Pm_1 ) and (1/2t.oc)(q>m+i - <Pm_1), the differencer 

must generate the corresponding voltage diffe-rences K
1 

(Vm+
1 

-

and K2(vm+
1 

- Vm_1 ), where K1 , K2 and V are related to the 

2V + V 1) m m-
original 

va~~iables by scale factors as explained in section 4.1. If both first 

and second space derivatives are present the differencer must produce an 

output voltage V given by .:o 

... 

A single differential amplifier may be used to obtain the sum or 

3.3.4-1 
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difference of a number of inputs by using t:J.e two input terminals 

available. 

~ne circuit of a differencer based on the differential operational 

amplifier is Liven in fig. 3.3.4. 

Fig. 3.3.4 Differencer based on the differential operational amplifier 

The expression for the output voltage in terms of the input 

voltage V applied to R and the voltage m a applied to the positive 

gain input is derived in the appendix A3 and is :-

G )l - ~ V [1 - l (1 + ~~ 
c~ R m G R ~ a d a 

••• 3.3.4-2 

This expression shows that the output voltage V due to V o m 

applied to Ra is -(~ IR )V as in a normal operational amplifier ... '11 · a m 

and is independent of the voltage applied to the positive gain input. 

The component of the output voltage due to V applied to the 
p 

positive gain input is in phase with the input but the gain is determined 

by Ra and ~· This gain may be adjusted by inserting a resistive 

divider between the signal and the positive gain input terminal. Using 

the resistive divider circuit shown in :fig. :3.3.4 and neclecting the error 
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terms the output voltage becomes :-

.v 
0 

... 

The values of the resistors required were found using the 

following method. Equating the coefficients of equations 3.3.4•1 and 

3 .. 3.~3 gives :-

and 

Having determined these ratios the value of Rf may be found 

experimentally by noting from equation 3.3.4-1 that applying a fixed 

voltage V ·to all three inputs should produce no output voltage. The 

correct value of Rf is then found by applying + 100V to all three 

inputs and adjusting Rf to give zero output voltage. 

This method of adjusting Rf has the importan~ advantage that it 

eliminates the spurious ~ term error introduced by component tolerances 

which was discussed in section 2. 7. This may readily be verified by 

applying the criterion of zero output voltage for identical non•zero 

input voltages to equation 2.7-4 

3. 3. 5 EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION GENERATOR 

A diode function generato:r14, 15 based on a diff'erentia.l opera.tipnal 

amplifier was built. !t has an output voltage which is au exponential 

function of the input voltage. The basic circuit is shmvn in fig. 3.3.5 

and additional details are given in Appendix B4. 
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·---- v. 

Ra-[~ e ~~1r~, r-------t 

- ---~--, 

Fig. 3.3.5 Exponential function generator based on the differential 
operational amplifier 

The fUnction generator has a non-linear resistor connected from the 

negative gain input of the amplifier to ground. The input signal is 

applied directly to the positive gain input so that the output of the 

function generator is in phase with the input. 

A simple shunt diode network was used for the non-linear resistor. 

Four straight line segments were used to represent the exponential function 

with a root-mean-square error of 2.Q% over the output voltage range of 

+ 10 to +100 volts. 

3.4 AU~~ILiiiRY CIRCUITS 

The auxiliary circuits provide the power and switching signals 

necessary for proper operation of the computing elements. These circuits 

are briefly discussed below while additional details and circuit diagrams 

appear in the appendices. 
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5.4.1 INTEGRATOR RELAY DRIVE CIRCUITS 

The integrator relay drive circuits control the switching of the 

integrator A,B and C relays from the •compute' to the 'write' states, 

and also relay D in the auxiliary store circuit. 

The relay and switch operations are synchronized by pulses 

obtained from a separate bank of contacts on the mv.itch. These pulses 

are shaped by a pulse-shaping circuit to remove spurious signals caused 

by contact bounce. The shaped pulse triggers the compute-delay-monostable 

circuit which determines the 'compute' period. This circuit in turn 

triggers the relay-drive monostable circuit which operates the relays 

and determines the 'write 1 period. 

A pulse obtained from the relay-drive-monostable circuit is used 

to intensity modulate the oscilloscope (see section 3.5.2) Additional 

details are given in Appendix B5. 

3.4. 2 START A!"'D INITIAL CO.:DITIONS CIRCUIT 

~ The start circuit starts the calculation by disconnecting the 

initial conditions circuit and connecting the integrator to the switch. 

This circuit also starts the solution recorders. 

These operations are performed by relay E which is interlocked 

with the switch to ensure that the calculation always commences at a 

specified boundary point. 

Additional details are given in Appendix B6. 
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3,4.3. D.C. POWER SUPPLIES 

Two electronica.lly stabilized power supplies described and 

42 + + constructed by Powell supply - 300 volts d.c. at up to - 200 mA for 

the computing and auxiliary circuits. The circuit is given in appendix 

B7. 

3. 4. 4. SWITCH MOTOR POWER SUPPLY 

The S\vitch motor power supply energises the existing d.c. impulse 

motor of the switch forcing it to run as a synchronous motor. As the 

solution recorder uses a. synchronous motor for the chart drive, the 

fixed relationship between switch end chart speed sllOi.".S the superposition 

of different solutions against the same time scale on the rec?rder. 

Addi tiona.l details are given in appendix B1. 

5. 5 SOLUTION RECORDERS 

Graphical solutions to the problems which involve 5 variables 

(~, t = ~t, x = ~x) were recorded by plotting :• 

a q> as;ainst n for various valu.;s of m (Corresponds to the 

temperature against time at various distances from the surface 

of a slab.) 

b 9>~inst m for various n (Corresponds to the temperature 

distribution in the slab at successive instants of time) 

The third combination of n against m for various ~ cannot be 

obtained as n and m are intet:.ers with only <p continuous. 

Two forms of display are used :-
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3,5.1 . CHART. RECORDER 

A high-speed potentiometric chart recorder may be connected t::> 

any of the store capacitors, via. a buffer amplifier or cathode follower, 

to plot the variation of the store voltage against time. The solution 

time scale corresponding to fixed values of n is simultaneously recorded 

using an event marker., The time scale accuracy is then independent of 

the switch and chart speeds. 

Using synchronous switch and chart drive motors, a number of 

different solutions may be superimposed against the same time scale. 

Fig. 4.2.4 is an example of this form of display. 

The chert recorder used has an accuracy of 0. 5i~ of full scale 

with a full scale response time of 0. 5 seconds. With a solution time 

of 30 seconds the recording accuracy will be of the order of 1%. 

3. 5. 2 OSCILLOSCOPE 

The variation of all the store voltages •vith time may be displayed 

using an oscilloscope. This is achieved by displaying the waveform at 

the output of the <P buffer using a linear sweep. 
m 

The wavefor1n consists 

of a fixed voltage portion vVhen the vviperis connected to a store 

capacitor and a random voltage portion when the >viper is on an intermediate 

contact. The undesired portions of the ·waveform may be suppressed by 

applying brightness modulation to brighten up the trace momentarily each 

time the buffer is connected to a store capacitor. The store capacitor 

voltages then appear as a series of dots. 

If the sweep period is chosen equal to the solution time a dotted 
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outline of the solution q> against t for the various values of n 

is produced. Fig. 4.2-2b is an ~xample of such a display. If the sweep 

period is chosen equal to the time taken to scan all the capacitors, the 

dots trace the outline of the ~ against x profile for successive 

time intervals~ Fig. 4. 2-2a is an example of this display • Using· a· 

storage oscilloscope the amplitude and time scale markers may be super-. 

imposed and the complete display photographed for future reference.. The 

amplitude markers are produced by integrating a fixed voltage as shown 

in fig. 3.3.2-6 while the time markers are obtained from the event marker 

signal. 
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4. 0 COMPUTER SOWTIO~ki OF so;.IE DIFFUSIO .. ~ EQUA'riOi<iS 

~1e analogue computer was used to calculate some solutions of the 

diffusion equations :-

.2!2. 
at = ~) + K1q> + K2 •• ·It 4.0-1 

.2!. a2 ~ 
at = t1-+ K3 ox + K2 ... 4.0-2 

0~ a2 
= ~ + K4e'P at ... 4.0-3 

Equations 4.0-1 and 4.0-2 are linear while equation 4.0-3 is 

non•linear. All the equations include terms which represent internal 

heat generation in a slab and are typical of equations encountered in the 

study of self-heating. 

The linear equations 4.0•1 and 4.0-2 have known analytical 

solutions and are used to check the accuracy of the complete computer 

vvith the exception of non-linear elements which are checked separately. 

These equations include terms similar to the spurious terms introduced 

into the equation due to store leakage and component tolerances as 

discussed in section 2.7 so that these solutions may be used to estimate 

the error due to these spurious terms. 

The non-linear equation 4.0-3 has no analytical solution. A few 

19 solutions, ca.lculated by Copple using a differential analyser , are used 

to indicate the relative accuraqy of the methods• A fUrther set of 

solutions are given for different boundarY conditions typical of 

situations encountered in pra.ctical self-heating problems. 
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4,1 SETTING-UP EQUATIOJS Oif THE COMPUTER 

Before an equation can be solved on the computer it is necessary 

to :·• 

1 Rewrite equation in terms of finite differences using the 

methods described in section 2, 

2 Introduce scalip.g factors into the difference eque.tiqn 

The finite difference equations must be written so that a signal 

voltage in the computer representing a term in the-equation does not 

exceed the maximum ,voltage 1~ ts of the equipment. '!his mafl;ipulation 

known as scaling consists of inserting coefficients known as scale 

f'a.ctors, which relate the voltages in the computer with the terms they 

represent.* Methods of scaling equations for solution on general 

. 14 15 
purpose analogue computers he.v:e been des.cn.bed ' and may be applied 

to this computer. 

The scaling calculation for equationA-.0-3 is given in Appendix. 

c. The same scaling is used for equations 4.0-1 and 4.0-2 where these 

represented simple cases of equations 4.0-3 a.nd are used as preliminary 

computer checks. Equation 4.0-2 was also solved for different boundary 

conditions and was rescaled and the scaled equation and component values 

are given :i.n table 4. 2. 

The dimensions of the scale factor are volts for a non-dimensional 

eq"i.ation such as is considered here. If the equation is written in terms 

of physical variables e.g. temperature (°C) the scale factor will have 

the dimension vol ts;O C. 
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4. 2 SOLUTIONS 

Several solutions of equations 4.0-1, 4.0-2 and 4.0-3 were 

com.Puted for the various coefficient values and boundary conditions 

detailed in table 4.2. 'l'he corresponding scaled equations, arid 

computer set-ups and solutions are given in table 4.2, fig. 4.2-1 and 

figs.4.2-2 to 4.2•9 respectively. 

The solutions are primarily intended to illustrate the operation 

of the computer a.nd to a.llow an assessment of overall accuracy of the 

instrument to be made. However these equations also have practical 

applications and a. brief discussion of their physical .significance in 

the study of self-heating is given in the following paragraphs. 

Unless specifically mentioned in the following discussions, it 

is assumed that the boundary conditions define one half of a slab which 

has a synnnetrica~ temperature di~tribution, zero surface tempera.ture 

and a uniform zero initial temperature distribution. 
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PARTIAL DIFFEREI'JTIAL EQUATION 

I co-EF CONDITIONS EXISTING GRID 
CASE PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQN -F.ICIEHT SOLUTION 

OOUNDARY INITIAL Ref & Pg Ax At 

Eqn4.o-:t 

.!!. ;;2 
'hi• 0 a't IS.. 0 X aO 

;;t • i'? - '1 • 2.5 6, 101 0.2 0.01 
~ = 0 ~· 0 at 

X a 1 

~. 0 2.!. ~ 5 do <pi = 0 6, 130 do do it • Q + 5 
~. 6 

~I 0 1 a a• o, 0.5 

it . fxl' + ~· + 1 1.0, 1.5 do do 6, 4()4. do do 
K2. :L 2.0, 4.0 

Eqn 4.~ 

+1 '; 

~. 4 .a ~ .a 0 do do 
:l 

do at • a + K:; ax + 4 ;\ do 
K3 1 0 l 

-1 .! 
'.,I 
~ 

"; 
,;' 

<fb1= 0 at 

.a ~ .2!. 
.,, 

Ka. 4 +2 xaO 
do :· 0..3.'3 o.ooe at_ • a + K:; ax + 4 

~~0 0 <ib2= 0 at 
xa-ta ' 

Eqn 4.().3 

.a ~ ' 
0.50,0.7~1• oat 

K4 ,€ 0 0.95,1,~ X a 0 
do 19 'p. 2 0.01 ot = a + K4 e 1.05,1.~ 0 t 

200 ax· a 
• X a 1 

.!!. ~ <p 
o, 0.5 

K4 ,i 0 at • o + K4 e 0.75,1.0 do <pi. 1 - ' do do 
2.0 '• : ,_ -----------

Note 1 : Values of the coefficient tabulated in the third column. 
2 : Rt adjusted to produce zero output voltage f'rom the differenatr with 
3 : Refers to the position of the boutld.ory oondi tion swi toh 5:a s»wn in 

TABLE 4.2 DETAILS • PARTIAL 

• --- -.:· ,- T I •• -

C&l.rE'UTER SOLUTION 

CONDITIONS CIRCUIT COMR>NENT VALUES SOLUTIO~ 
SCALED EQUA1'ION Fig in 

BOUNDll.Rl Il'II'l'IAI 4.2-1 , .. Ra. I~Re Rg Vg Ct Fig 

volta volts K K .M vol1 j.d\1 
I 

a 

40tupm•{[(40q>m+1-80cpm+40.,m-1) 6. 25] o. 5} o.oa ~· SYM <Pi = 100 a 300 300 - - O.cS 4.2-2 
~-o 

~·~{~40fm+1-so.m~~1)6.25]0.5 
+ [25] 1. o Jo. oa 

do '1 = 0 a do do p.75 25 do 4.2-4 

~cpm={[(40cpm+1-aOcpm +40cp~1) 6. 25] o. 5 

+ [(40cprJ Ki/4] 0.5 do do &+b do do 1.50 10 do 4.2-5 

+ [.ig o.5Jo.oa 

40Acpm •{[(40cpm+:1.-80<pm +4-0cp~l) 6. 25 300 367 

~~-4Dtm-1)o.635 Ka]o.s do do a 300 300 ~.50 40 do 4.2-6 

+ ~0 0.5]0.08 367 300 

50Acp.•{[(50 .... 1·100..•50tp~1) 6. 25 S,•.ASnl 
+ l50fm+1-50cp~1)1.04 x3]o.5 .'t>1· 0 do a 300 600 0 .. 75 69.5 Q01.44. 4. 2•3 

+ [69.5] 1.0}0.0144 ' ft,2• 0 
300 300 

40Acpm•{IT40cpm+l-80fm+40cpm-1)6.25]0.5 Sa• SYM do a + o 300 300 o.ca 4.2-7 - -
+ [(10 e4-0<;Im/40)o.5 K..:J:]l.o}o.os tt,1= 0 4.2-9 

-
4.2-8 do do cpi = 40 a+ o do do - - do 
4.2-9 

- ---- - -· ---------

+100 vol te applied to the three input te~nals. 
tig. 3. 2-4. 11 

J, 

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS SOLVED ON THE COl.~ 
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(a) Differencer end integrator circuit. 

A..,_---t A~ 75Q< B 
.OK 

4·2-11. 

~·"' Oe 1 

B I 
~'4o :1 

~e /" ;\ 

r 
I 

(b) K1q~, term c.ircui t (c) EA=ponential function. generator 

Fig •. 4.2-1 Computer set-up used to obtain solutions 

(lnterconnections and component values 
given in table 4.2.) 



When K1 = ~ = 0 the solution of' the equation for a. 

non-zero uniform initial temperature shown in fig. 4. 2-2 gives, the cooling 

curves of' a slab with a fixed surface temperature~ The solut~on when 

K1 = 0 but K2 J 0 given in fig: 4.2-4 describes the variation of' 

temperature with time in a slab with uniform internal heat generation 

and a fixed surface temperature. A comparison of the computed curves 

and published value.s provide a check on the accuracy of' the complete 

computer with the exception of the non-linear units.· The calculated 

points superimposed on fig. 4.2-4 indicate that the solution a~curacy 

is of the order of ~. 

¥Then K1 # o, and B2 J 0 the solution given in fig. 4. 2-5 describes 

the temperature in the centre of a slab vdth internal heat generation 

which increases linearly with temperature. The case K ::::: K
2 

::::: 1 
1 . 

represents a linear approximation of K4e~ when K4 = 1. Comparison of 

the corresponding curves in f'iga. 4.2-5 and 4.2-7 shows that solutions 

are appreciably different indicating the danger of using linear 

approximations to non-linear equations. 

As eA~lained in section 2, store leakage and component tolerances 

give rise to spurious terms of the form ~· From fig. 4.2-5 it appears 

that K = 0.5 gives an error of the order of 30%. This fit~~e was used 

to estimate the permissable store leakage and component tolerances for a 

specified error in section 2.7. 
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(a) p vs x for various t (b) p vs t for various x 
Fig. 4. 2-2 Solution of 1! = & with boundary conditions q> = 0 a.t 

x = 0 ~ = 0 at x = 1 ana..initial ?ond~tion <p = 2.5 at t = 0 
(Photograph of osc~llographic display) 

4-2-1• 

~· 

. . . 
1•67 ~0 

. . . 
()o 33 o-67 . 1•0 

x = rnt1x 

.. 
1•33 0·33 o-67 1-0 1•33 

x:: "'6x 

(a) <p vs x for various t for K3 =n + 2 (b) p vs x for t = 0 •. 4,0.8 and 
K5 = 0, + 2. 

Fig. 4.2-3 Solution of 1-t = ::~ + K5 1i + 4 for K3 = o, + 2 with 

boundary conditions <P = 0 at x = 0 and x = 2 and 
initial condition <P = 0 at t = o. . 

(Photograph of oscillographic display. ) 

2-0 
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-
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' 

. I 

I=E~ 11 on liSI-I?·u:-<D" ,TtEoH--H--H-++-+-1-HI+ 
H-H-H--Y-1/++++-H'-++-H++-1-+-H-1--1+1!-+-1-1--H--h,IF.', .. R, E)r- ~f ·AcS-jp13rl· f-+:-+-1--+-+-+-+-+-t-+-

I 
I 

i. I 

' 

·. ~t-tTi-t-t-tt-r-H-t-t++t+f-+-t+-H-1-I++-+-1-1+-1-++++I-J-,~--I--l-1-+-t-1-

Fig. 4.2-4 Solution of 1!.:::: ~) + 5 for <p = 0 at x = o, ~ = 0 

et x = 1 and <p = 0 a.t t = 0 (Origi.nal chart recording) 

Also some calculated values plotted against same axes. 
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If 
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I~ 

l/1 

~ ~~833333tSSEV~~~~EEEf~~**±fit~~33333SSEEEEEEEEEtf±ftt±133.9333:SSE 
II': ..... 

F • 4 2- 5 S ·1 t· . -r· !<2_ · 02
(1) K - 1 t .. ·t 0 f K. 0 . l.g. • - 0 U ~On 0 ot = a? + 1 cp + - a poJ.n X e _ - or _J. = 1 

0.5.1 t.O., 1.5, 2.0, 4.0 with <p = 0 at x = 0 1 ·~ = 0 at 

x = 1 and cp = 0 a:t t = o. (Original chart recording.) 
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· \;hen K2 ~ O, K3 ~ 0 these solutions describe t~e temperature 

within a slab with uniform internal heat generation with additional heat 

transfer due to wind blowing through the slab. (Assumes thermal 

equilibrium between gas and solid and negligible densit,y changes in gas.) 

This causes the temperature distribution to become unsymmetrical as shown 

in figs. 4.2-3 (a) and. (b). These solutions demonstrate the ease with 

which first order space derivative may be included. 

The first derivative term is introduced by modifying the adder 

input resistor values. Small modifications due to resistac tolerances 

similarly introduce unwanted derivative terms as explained in section 

2.7. Fig, 4.2-6 shows that an unwanted term of 1.0 1i would introduce 

an error into the solution given in fig. 4.2-4 .of the order of 20%. 

This figure was used to estima~e the permissable cQmponent tolerance 

for a specified error in section 2.7. 
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~ = 0 at . t = 0 (Original chart recording.) 
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The solutions gi-ven in figs. · 4. 2-7 and. 4. 2-9 (a.) a.nd (b) describe 

the temperature in the centre of' a slab of' material with internal heat 

generation which increases exponentially with temperature. Earlier 

solutions, obtained by Copple using a differential analyser19 for the 

case of zero initial temperature are plotted in fig. 4. 2-7. Correspondence 

is good except for the K4 = 1 case where some difference is apparent. 

However also shown in Fig. 4. 2-7 are the curves for K
4 

= Oe 95 and 1. 05. 

These curves indicate that the K
4 

= 1. 00 cm:ve falls in a cri ti.cal region 

and that a change of the order of 5% in K4 is re~uired to explain the 

difference between the earlier and present results. 

A second set of solutions for a non-zero initial temperature case 

are shown in figs. 4.2-8 and 4.2-9 (c) and (d). These solutions are 

typical examples of solutions required in self ... heating work. They represent 

a stack built with material \vhich has a. temperature above runbient. A 

point of interest is that although shape of curves are different ... he 

critical case still occurs between K4 = o. 75 and K4 = 1. 00. 
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and <p = 0 at t = 0 (Orieina.l chart recording.) Earlier solutions by 
. l 19 . 1 d d .&> • • Copp e inc u e JL or comparJ.son. · 
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I 
.5 DISCUSSION 

An analogue computer fo,p the solution of certain partial differential 

·equations based on the principles outlined in the introduction has been 

successfully constructed and tested. The main features of this instrument 

are that (i) it utilises the finite difference method of solution ; 

(ii) all computations are performed in a single computing block which is 

time shared with a~l the nodes, resulting in an economical use of the 

equipme:1t; (iii) all computations are performed using ana~ogu.e techniques 

to retain the advantages of . ease of' non:-linear function genera.tion and 

graphical. solution display. 

By basing the computing elements on a differential operational 

amplifier all the computing elements could be realized .using relatively 

simple oircui ts. In particular the choice of this type ·Of amplifier for 

the inteGrator circuit .made possible the use of a simple compensa.tion 

circuit which compensates for. the loss of charge,. due to leakage, from 

the capacitor store. This compensation is an important factor.contributing 
.. 

to the accuracy of the computer .• 

. It is shown that the error in the solution passes through a minimum 
' .. 

as the finite difference grid spacing is varied. This occurs because the 

truncation errors decrea.se while the eiTors due to spurious terms 

introduced into the equation:by component tolerances increase as the 

grid spacing is decreased. . A similar property has been observed when 

·partial 'differential equations a,re solved using .finite difference methods 

. on the electronic differential analyser. Spurious terms .are introduced by 

store leakage and component tolerances in the differencer circuit. Using 

---·-~--- -·-·-·--·---- .. --
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store leakage increases because the amount of information read from the 

store at any instant is increased so that each store capa.citor must be 

connected to more switch contacts. Also a greater number of points must 

be calculated the time taken to compute a time interval is increased.-

It a.lso appears practical to use the computer to solve certain 

elliptic partial differential equations in addition to the quadratic 

partial differential equations considered here. This could be done by 

replacing first time derivative by a second time derivative .in which case 

a second auxiliary store will be required. 

~~e speed of the computer is limited by the electro-mechanical 

component~ switch, integrator relays and solution recorders, so that a 

single solution takes approximately 30 seconds. 

Du:dng the course of this investigation, a similar equation with 

the non-linear function given in reference 5 was. solved, using a similar 

grid spacing and to a similar accuracy, on a Ferranti Perseus digital 

31 computer. The solution time was of the order of 10 minutes for 

solutions in the form of tables of co-ordinates. A large amount of the 

solution time was occupied by the calculation, using series expansions, 

of the relatively complicated non-linear function. In the analogue com-

puter the solution time is not affected by the complexity of the non-

linear function as all the. terms are calculated by separate computing 

elements wor;.;:ing in parallel. It is apparent that when working to the 

same accuracy the speed of the analot>ue computer compares favourably with 

available digital computers with the further advantage that the solutions 

are produc~d directly in graphical fo11m. 
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A characteristic of the computer is that the type of partial 

diff'e::.·entiaJ. equation, geometry and grid spacing used., determine the 

pattern of switch connections and are not readily chan:ged, while the 

non-linear functions, coefficients, initial end boundary qonditions mEJ..Y 

be ea.silya.djusted •. Using the convenient storage oscilloscope. form of 

solution display the computer is well suited for rapid investigations of 

the effect of parameter variations in a given type of equv.tion. As such 

the computer supplements existing analo8ue techniques for the solut~on 

of non-linear partial differential equa.tions and should find applications 

in fields other than that for 'Which it was o:dgina.lly designed - the 

solution of equations encountered in the self-hea.ting of fishmeal. 
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A-PF.tiliDIX A : ERROR DUE TO THE FTIITTE DIFFERENTIAL AND COMMON-MODE GAINS 
OF THE DIFFERE :TIAL AldPLIFIER 

.Ai. INTEGRATOR ERROR 

Consider the integrator circuit show.n .in fig. 5.5.2~1. 

1. Relaxs i~ position ·•a• 
'.the sum of the currents flowing into ( -') terminal of amplifier must 

equal zero. As ide~ grid current is zero we get 

.. v ... v v -v v ·i· · n 0 n n .. 
+ 

lb 
.... R" = 0 ••• A1.;1 

Ra c 

The output voltage V due to input voltages V and V may be o n p 
expressed in terms cit the dif'ferentiL<l gain G d 8nd the cor.amon-mode 

gain G as c 

v + v 
V

0 
= G (v .... v ) + G. n · P 

d p n c 2 ••• 

combining equations A1.1 and A1.2 and eli.minating Vn gives : 

G 1b . G ~ 
(1 + _£) - v - (1 , ... _e. ) - v. 

2Gd R p 2Gd Ra l. 
. . p ... ' A1-3(a.) 

If Lia>> :1. equa.tion .A1-5(a) may be written by neglecting second 

order terms a.s 



or 

v ::: 
0 
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1 . lb' ~ . 1 ~ ~ 
[1 + -·(G - -)]- V - (1 .. - -)- V 

Gd c R R p GdR R i P P p a 
••• 

Wi:th relays in position 'a.' V2 ::: 0 and V
0 

::: Vo(a) Vlh.ich is voltage applied 

across 0 t so that ; 

••• 

where the suffix (a) indicates that this is the voltage with the relays in 

position •a• 

2. Relays in position 'b' 

Capacitors Ct and em are now connected in series by relay A so that 

••• 

••• 

where Q is the charge flowing into ct and em When the relays go from 
I 

positions •a* to b•. 

Eliminating <P from equations .A1-4 and .A1-5 and solving for v
0 

gives 
m(b) 

·• ' . 
With the relays in position 1b 1 V = v

0 
and R = oo (effectively as relay 

P · m(b) a · · 
B is open. ) SUbstituting these values in equation A1-3b gives t 
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• •• 

Substituting eqJ.lations A1-3 and A1-7 in equation A1-6 gives 

V
0 

(1 + X) • V
0 

. 
m(b) m(a) 

, .. 
where 

X: 
0

t · 1 ~ 0
t I~ ~ 1 ~ ~ - - (1 - G ·r -) .. -- - 1 - - (1 - G + -) Om Gd c R C R Gd c R c m c c 

••• Ai-9 

1 
If Gd >> 1 and R

0 
>> ~ then X<<1 and 1 +X may be replaced by 

1 - X with an error of the order of l/Gd ·or ~R0 so that equation 

A1-8 may be wri tton as 

or solving for the change in voltage on Gmt 6V
0 m 

••• Al-10 

Substituting equation A1-9 in Al-10 and neglecting second order terms gives 

JJ.Vc = _cot :J?.R vi [1 _1 (1 + ~ + ~ ... ~ G ) + ct ~] 
Gd R C C c C R m ma . am m me 

error term 

1 °t ... - - (1- G) V 
Gd Om c Cm(a) 

••• A1-11 

leakage term 
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A2 BUFFER ERROR 
" ' 

'lhe error in the buffer circuit shown in fig. 3. 3. 5 may be obtained 

using equation A1•5b in Appendix A1 by noting that for the buffer 

-~ = 0 and RJRP ;= 1. giving :-

••• A2-1 

. . A3 D!FFERENCER ERROR 

The error in the differenoer circuit shown in fig. 5. 3.4 may be 

obtained using equation A1 ... 3b in appendix A1 by noting that f'or the 

differencer R 
c 

:R R 
V . = . a+ -o V 

o Ra p 

= oo so that R /R = (R + Rb)/R giving : ... -::])p a a -

\ ~ ~ 1 . ~· 
r1 ... 

1 
c1 + - - G· jl - - v r1 - - (1 + ->1 L G d Ra c ~ Ra .m l G d Ra ~ 

... A5-1 

I' '( 

' . 
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APPENDIX B DETAILS OF EXPERIMENTAL COMPUTER 

B1 SWilt:H 

The switch used in an A. E. I. motor driven uniselector. 40 It has· 

. 16 banks of 52 contacts and is equipped with 16 single ended wipers. 

arranged .so that 8 are in, while 8 are out of the bank, producing in effect 

an 8 bank 104 contact switch. 

The switch connections are shown in fig. Bi-1. 

cfb1 MA\N STORE tpb2 

;~~~L,:t ~r;M 
~ ..... .... 

BUF 1 

RELAY 
DRIVE 

TRLGGER ------. } ONLY ON MU16 
START 
COUNTER 2S,Z6,27 

000000000000 

Fig. B 1.:-1 Diagram of switch connections 

N 
11'1 

~ 
z 
0 

e ..... 0 

000 

.:{ 

~ 
~ 
~ 

I .... 
z 
cr 
w .... 
~ 
0: 

z 

6o6 ·g 
~ 
~ 
u 

000 

0 

o· 

0 

0 

1 Banks numbered M01 to MU16 from bottom upwards. 
2 Contacts numbered 1 to 52 in direction of switch rotation. 
5 Wipers of banks 1~ 1;2;3;4,5,8,13 a.nd 16 are bridging type 

and MU 11 and 14 are non-bridging. 
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The Wipers ere driven by a d,c. motor which consists ·of an 

unwound rotor mounted between two coils disposed a.t 9rf to each other, 

a.nd a. ,set of contocts operated. by a cam on the rotor to control the 

ene.rgisation of the coils. The motor is geared to the wil?er so that a 

9rf movement .of ihe rotor ·causes the wiper to advance by one step. ID1e11 

the motor .runs at 1500 r.p.m, the wipers ,soan 100 contacts per .second., 

and the motor coils ere effectively energized by two 50 o/ s pulsa.ting 

d~c. supplies which are 9(f out ·Of phase. 

The motor was synchronised to the mains freqUency by using a 

special power supply shown in fig. B 1•2 which supplies d.c. to one coil 

·via .its contact o.nd holt' wave rectified d.c. to the other coil vie. its 

conte.ot. 

5()\(d.c. 

SWITCH 
:Y\_ MOTOR 

I 
Fig. B 1•2 .SWitch .r.=otor Power ZuPJ2l.z. 

The switch conta.cts were treated with a contact lubricating end. 

cleaning agent- to Qbtain clean and relleble contact operation .. 

* Corrosion Rea.ction Consultants - CRC Fo.rtml.l.S, 2. 26. 
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B2 J2IFFEBE :xw. OPERATIONAL AfJ.PLIF!ER 

The differential operational amplifier required for the experi• 

mental computer wa.s desigt?.ed to meet the following requirements : 

1 Differential gain Gd>1000 Calculated using equation A1-11 to 

give 1% error with a vol ta.ge gain of 10 )( 

2 Common-mode gain G
0 
~ Bquation A2-1 shows that reducing G below c 

unity does not reduce the error appreciably. 

5 Cut-off freguencx>50 kc/s The cut-off frequency is that at which 

Gd = 1. This ensures that the· caloulation is vlithin O~Oi% of the steady 

state value after a compute period of 3 IDilli-seconds with a stage Lain 

of 10 x. 

4 Stability. The amplifier must be stable with its output connected to 

(~) gain input termina~. 

+ + 5 OUtput Voltage = .. 100 V at - 5 mA. 

6 · .9ommon•mode input vol ta.ge svling = ! 100 V 

-8 7 Grid current<:10 A This current produces a 1 volt change in 

voltage across a 1 IJ.fd capacitor in 100 seconds end a 10 mV d.c. 

offset in an amplifier with 1 M ohm input resistance. 

The differential operational amplifier resembles a conventional 

operational 8Inplifier14•15•20 with a special differential input stage~5,'.i3 

The ratio of the differential to the common-mode gain, known as the 

d . t' f t 35
i
44 . f ~,. t f tl common-mo .e reJec J.on ac or J.s a measure o qu<:~..~.J. y o · 1.e 

differential stage. 45 Za.alberg · has shown that a double-triode long-tail-

pair stage with an infinite cathode resistor has a rejection factor of 

approximately 211/o where 11 is the amplification factor of the tr~odes 
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and o is the fractional difference between the va.lve pa.rameters. 

Assuming o = 0.1 and a rejection factor of 1000 the required amplification 

factor for the input stage is 50. Thus the. present specification can be 

realized using a simple double triode input ·stage• Although not required 

in this application, rejection factors as high as 106 ·can be obtained.46 

Fig. B 2-1 Circuit of differential operational ~lifier 

The circuit of the d.c. differential operational amplifier is shown 

in Fig. B 2-1. The amplifier has an EC081 double-triode long-tail-pair 

input stage. Balanced push•pull coupling is used between the first and 

second stv.ges. The second stage consists of a triode-pentode lone-tail• 

pair combination consisting of an EF86 and ~ ECCc31 with .a .single ended 

output. The output .from the EF86 second stage is applied to the grid of 
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amplifier sta.ges and the divider network. The breakpoint due to the 

divider network is elimiaa.ted by by-passing the 4. 7 . .I. ohm divider chain 

resistors givint; the response shown in curve 'b'. 1'he addition of the 

2.2 K ohm. and 1250 pfd. lc.e;-lead stabilizing network modifies the 

frequency response to that shown in curve 1c'. where the gain drops at 

a constant rate of 20 dB/decade. The amplifier has a cutoff frequency of 

2 mc/s. 

+80 

+60 

Gd +40 
(dB.) 

+20 

0 

-20 
1)2 

-~--...........: ... ·---..... 
"'c' ~a .......... 

~ 

1-1-l 

' b ' ... 

' ', 
~ 

,, 
'" ~ .... 
' 

Fig. B 2•3 ~~Ieasured frequency response of differential operational 
amplifier 

a) without additional capacitors or stabilizing networks. 
b) with divider network compensated for 2nd stage input 

capacitance. 
c) complete am~lifier with stabilizing network. 

When the amplifier is used with a feedback resistor a small 

bypass capacitor must be connected in parallel to provide a high frequency 

path. Also when the amplifier is used to drive capacitive loads (e.g. 

integrator, buffer 2) a resistor ( > 200 ohms) must be placed in series 

with the capacitors. These precautions prevent the introduction of 

additional phase shifts at high frequencies which can cause instability. 
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The grid current was measured with comm.on-inode vol teges of 0 

+ and - 100 volts a.pplied to the amplifier. The current was measured by 

connecting the amplifier es a buffer With its input connected to a 0.1 

~fd capacitor and observing the charging rate of the capacitor. The grid 

current was found to be less than 5 x 10 "'10 Amp.s. 

D.C~ offse~ due to dr.ift was measured by recording the output 

voltage of the amplifier with both input terminals grounded. The referred 

drift consisted of random variations ·Of :!: 10 mV with long term drift 

rates of less than 50 mV/hour. Before using the COd1puter a~l amplifiers 

were allowed to wa.rm up for a ha.l£ hour before the amplifiers were zero 

be.lanced. During a set of solutions small drift errors were corrected by 

adjusting the differencer circuit balance only. 

B3 INTEGRATOR 

The co,nplete circuit diagram of the practical integrator circuit 

used in the experimental computer is shown in fig. B3•1 

Fig. B 3-.1 

100pf • .,. 

FPtOM ... 
OIFFERE NCER 
I FUNCTION 
GENERATORS 

Practical Integrator Circuit 
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The following additions and alterations have been made to the 

basic circuit given in fig. 5.3.2-1. 

1 A 100 pfd capacitor is connected from the positive gain input 

terminal to ground to hold the input voltage during the 

transitio:1 period of relay c. The 100 K resistor is included 

to limit tf!e charging current through the relay contacts. 

2 A 5.6 K resistor is placed in series with the transfer capacitor 

to prevent high frequency instability of the amplifier which may 

result when the output is shunted by a large capacitance. This 

resistor also limits the capacitor charging current to avoid 

overloading the amplifier. The charging time constant of transfer 

capacitor (0.5 millisecs.) must be small compared to the compute 

and write periods (5.5 millisecs each) so that the charging and. 

discharging of the transfer capacitor will be completed within 

these periods. 

3 Because of the ~nall amount of leakage compensation required a 

compensating resistance (R in Fig. 5.3.2-1) of approximately c 

100 M. ohm is required. l....s a stable adjustable 100 11. ohm resistor 

is difficult to realize the simple resistor was replaced by a 

40 M.obm resistor and a 2 M.ohm compensation potentiometer from 

the amplifier output to earth. With the wiper at the output-end 

of the potentiometer no leakage compensation is produced while 

with the wiper at the ground-end fUll compensation results. The 

leakage compensation potentiometer is adjusted so that leakage is 

eliminated as described in fi~. 3.~~5. 
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4 A 20 pfd capacitor is placed in parallel with the feedbf;,ck ,. 

n~twork to prevent high frequency instability of the amplifier .• 

B4 EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION GENERATOR 

The circuit of an exponential 'function generator based,on a 

differential operational amplifier is shown in fig. B 4-1. The function 

generator has a non-linear resistance approximated by a biased diode 

network from the nega.tive gain input to earth. The input is applied to 

the positive gain input. 

Fig. B 4•1 Circuit of diode exponentia~ function 
genera tor. 

The exponential function generator nru.st generate an output 
kV. 

V
0 

·= Vke ~ where Vk is output voltage when Vi = 0 and k is a scale 

factor. If we choose the resistance of the non-linear resistor R = ~ a 

when V. = 0 it can be shown using equation A3-1 that :
. J. 
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1 -1 ~· J 
·-1 ~ .... ~334-1 

. The output voltage as a fUnction of the voltage V then becomes. 
p ' 

B4-2 

The exponential function genera. tor was built to generate an 

kV· output voltage V : 2e ~ where kV. : 0 to + 3.9. The non~linear 
0 ~ 

resistor was generated using 6 .segments equally spaced along the input 

axis. Equal spacing was chosen as little improvement results from using 

the optimum unequal spacing. 47 The resistance values were ca.lculated to 

correspond to equation B4•1 at the midpoints of the segments.. The 

calculated values are shown in brackets in fig. B4•1. 

The exponential function generator required for the solution of 

equation 4.0-3 must generate : ... 

= 

v. . ~ 

40 10 e 

Equating equations B4-3 and ~2 gives 

••• B4--3 

V = 5.222 + V./20. p J.: 
2.his is 

generated by the voltage divider and d.c. supply shown connected to the 

positive gain input in Fig. B4-1. The calculated and mea.sured performance 

of the function generator is given in table B4. 



0 lo.o 

10 12.8 

20 16.5 

50 21.2 

40 27.2 

50 34.9 

60 44.8 

70 57.5 

80 74.0 

90 94.9 
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Measured 
vo 

10.0 

12.5 

17.1 

21.8 

26.7 

55.5 

45.0 

56:.7 

74.5 

92.5 

Error %Error 

o.o o.o 

... 0.3 .... 2.4 

+ 0.6 + 3.5 

+ 0.6 + 2.8 Root-mean-

- o.5 ... 1.8 'square error 

+ 0.4 + 1.1 = 2.0,% 

+ 0.2 + 0.4 

- 0.8 - '1•4 

+ 0.5 + 0.7 

... 2.4 - 2.5 

Table B4 - Calculated and measured l?erf'or:nance of tne eX]?onential 
function generator . 

The root-mean-square error of the function generator is 2%. 

This low accuracy results mainly because the full Qyriamic range of the 

diode network is no:t used as the curve .is generated by only 4 of the 6 

available segments. 

B5 INT&1RATOR RELAY DRIVE CIRCUIT 

1~e integrator relay drive circuit is shown .in Fig. B5. 
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FROM 
MU'ft~ 

Fig. B5 

TO C5C. JNTE.NSI TY 
MODULA Tl~ C CT, 

----------------~----------------~-----·JOOv B5 

Integrator-relay drive circuit. 

The circuit operates as £allows :-

1 A negative synchronizing pulse is obtained by applying - 300 V 

via a 100 K resistor to the wipers of banks MIJ 11 & 14 of the 

switch. Alternate contacts on these banks are grounded. 

2 This pulse is pased through a pulse shaper wi1ich diff'erentiates 

the square pulse from the switch producing a sharp positive going 

pulse which triggers the calculation-delay .monostable. Spurious 

pulses produced by contact bounce occuring a.s the wipers leave 

the contact are suppressed by the diode (~ ECC83) and 1 M resistor 

which are inserted in series with the differentiating circuit to 

prevent the 250 pfd capacitor rechareing in the interval between 

the main and 'bounce' pulse. 
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3 ' The calculation delay monostable returns to its stable state after 

3. 5 millisecs. The output is differentiated and used to trigger 

the relay-drive monostable. 

4 The relay-drive monostable has two fUnctions. It provides 

a) Switch pulses to the integrator and auxiliary store 

A,B,C & D relays. 

b) A pulse for intensity modulating the oscillo~aph. 

(see appendix B9) • 

This monostable returns to its stable state after approxima.tely 

8 millisecs by which time the switch wipers have left the store 

capacitor contacts. 

5 Polarized high-speed 'Carpenter' relays were used for the A,B,C 

& D relays (Telephone Manuf'actUl~ing Co. Type 51rf.32A). The relays 

were bi-stable. The output of' the relay-drive monostable was 

differentiated and used to change the state of' these relays. The 

contact spacing and friction damping on each reley wa.~ adjusted 

to ensure bounce .free operation which is absolutely essential 

for reliable computer operation. These relays required re-adjustment 

af'ter approximately a million operations. 

B6 START JJfD LUT ..:AL CO.tmiTIO.:IFS CffiCUIT 

The circuit diagram of' the start and initial conditions circuit 

is shown in Fig. B6. This circuit consists of :-

1 Counter which is an auxiliary stepping switch used to count the 
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number of calculations and produce marker pulses corresponding 

t? every 10th time interval. The counter is stepped by pulses 

obtained from banks f.ID 13 & 16 which operate relay F which in 

turn energizes the solenoid US/2 of the stepping switch• 

.2 .start Relay E Tne calculation is started by. operating .relay .E 

which disconnects the initial conditions .supply and connects the 

integrator to the switch wipers MU 3 and 4 via ·the relay E4 conta.cts. 

Relay E is interlocked via the counter (bank US 2) and the switch 

(liD 16 contact 2) so that calculation can only start with both the 

switch and counter in the correct positions •. 

3 Initial COIJ.di tions supply. The initial condi tioas supply is 

·obtained from a potentiometer via an isolating ca.thod.e follower. 

A 22K ohm resistor is pla.ced in series with the supply to prevent 

short circuits when the switch wiper passes over contacts which 

are g,rounded~ 

Fig. B6. Start and initial conditions circuit 
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B7 D.C. POWERSUPPLIES 

Fig. B7 4.2 Circuit of 500 V, 200 mA stabilized d. c. power supply 

B8 CHART RECORDER 

All chart recordings were made using a high•speed potentiometric 

recorder. The main specifications were : 

1 ~: Moseley Autograph • Model 680 

2 ~: Servo actuated with remote pen lift 

3 Balance time: ~ second. 

4 Range: adjustable 0-1 mV to 0-100 v.(100 V range used for 

solution records.) 

5 . Accuracy and Resolution: 0.21o F.S with 0.1% resetability. 

6 Event marker: Solenoid opera ted. 

7 Chart drive: Synchronous motor giving chart speeds of 1~' 
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211.411,8" per minute. (an/minute speed used for solution 

records.) 

For the present application the recorder was equipped with a relay 

(relay G) to allow the motor to be started remotely. The motor reaches 

.full speed in 2 cycles.. A diagram of circuits associated with the 

recorder is given in Fig. B8. 

TIME MARKER 
FOR 
osc. DISPLAY 

MOSELEY 
AVTOGRAPii 

REcq(OE:R 
MODEL 680 

A---------t------"'J PEN 0·100v 

19 

Fig. B8 Chart recorder circuits 

Four separate circuits are used 

1 Pen circuit As the recorder had an .input resistance of 2 M. ohm a 

cathode follov1er was used to . isolate the recorder from the test 

circuit. The cathode follower he.d a gain of 0. 96 but as this 

recorder was used for all voltage measurements made on the computer 
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the exa.ct voltage unit employed is unimportant. 

2 Time marker The event marker solenoid was a.ctua ted by marker 

step-switch contacts US1 via the El relay contact. A mark wos 

produced corresponding every 10th time interval. 

Chart Drive The chart drive was energized at the start of 

solution by relay contact E2 which de-energizes relay G which 

in turn energizes the chart drive motor. A chart 'inch' switch 

was installed to allow the chart to be moved to the required 

position before starting the solution. 

4 Pen Solenoid The E2 relay also energizes the pen solenoid, 

dropping the pen.S onto the chart, at the start of the solution. 

B9 OSC J.LLOSCOPE 

Several oscilloscopes were used during the course of the 

investigation but it was found that the storage oscilloscope described 

below was superior from the standpoint of quality of display and. 

convenience. 

M.ain Specifications of Oscilloscope 

1 ~: Tektronix 

with 

and. 

Type 564, 

Type 2B67 

Type 63 

Storage Oscilloscope 

Time base 

Differential Amplifier 

2 Display: Storage time approximately 1 hour. 

writing speed 40 ~sec./em. 

intensity modulation requires 75V negative pulse. 

'li.A _+~t% '"' ccuracy: '"' 
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Settings 

1 Y Amplifier 

All measurements using 10x probe 

a) All solutions recorded. on 2V/div position. 

b) Time me.rkers recorded on 5V/div position. 

2 Time Base 

a) ~ against t sweep speed used 2 secs/div (trigger: single shot) 

b) ~ against x sweep 5peed used~2 secs/div (trigger: repetitive) 

Note: 1 div ;:: 1 inch approximately.· 

The associated circuits are shovtn in fig. B9. Three sep~ate 

circuits are involved :-

1 Y deflection The Y deflection input is connected to the '"' buffer, '~"m 

BUF 2, via a diode clipping network. This network clips the applied 

waveform at - 10 and + 110 volts. Such processing does not affect the 

solution being recorded but removes the large voltages which occur 

when the buffer is on the intermediate contacts which are not 

displayed but can over:I.oad the Y amplifier. 

2 Intensity Modulation The display is produced by brightening the 

trace only when BUF 2 is connected to a store capacitor. The required 

intensity-modulation pulse is obtained by differentiating the waveform 

from the anode of the relay-drive monostable. The intensity 

modulation is suppressed until the start of· a solution by the E1 

relay contacts. 

3 Time-base Trigger The time base is triggered by a pulse obtained from 

the MU16 bank of the uniselector. A trigger selector switch is · 
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provided so that the oscilloscope can be trige;ered ahea.d of' any 

group of connectionS to allow the operation of' any bank contact to be 
. . . 

examined. All oscillo~~aphic solution records were produced vvith the 

tri&.er pulse obtained from the hiD16 contact :5 connection 

FROM 
MU 14 

I FROM 

f MU16 

Fig .• B9 

0 -?X))~ '(:::J 
~ ....... -----t---a INTENSITY 

MODULATION 

TEKTRONIX 
STORAGE 

C6CILLOSCOPE 
TYPE 564 

&8 

Auxiliary Oscilloscope Circuits. 
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APPENDIX 0 

0 o2 

COMPUTER SCALING FOR EQUATION: * = ~ + K4 e I.P 

Scaling the computer involves the following operations 

1 Estimating the maximum value attained by each term of the 

equation during the solution. 

2 Choosing a scale factor for each term so that the corresponding 

voltage in the computer is as close to maximum designed machine 

voltage (:!: 100 V) as possible. 

Multiplying the difference equa.tion through by constant factors 

so that each term has a coefficient corresponding to the scale 

factor chosen. 

4 Choosing the computer components to correspond to the coefficients 

of the scaled difference equation~ 

The scaled equations in this thesis are written in a form suggested 

15 by Rogers and Connolly. They are written using the original variables; 

rather than introducing new variables so that actual value of the 

variables in the equation are readily apparent. 

The maximum value of the various terms were measured on the 

computer which had been scaled using estimated values. These measured 

maxinnun values, the points at which they occur and the corresponding 

scaled variable are given in table c. 



.Measured 
Term maximum 

value 

<p 2.5 

~ 15 at 

~:, 7.5 

K e<i> 
~ 

20 

- 2C ... 

Occurs at 
output of 

store and buffer 

inter,rator 

dif:rerencer 

exponential 
function 
generator 

Scaled 
variable 

40<p 

~ 

~ 1 a 

5 K e<i> 
4 

Table C - Determination of scaled variables 

The difference equation to be computed. is :• 

[ 
<p J 1 . . ~n acp = ;;-tr ( q> 1 - 2q> + <p .1 . ) + K11 e · at m,n Llx- m+ ,n m,n m ... ,n ":1:' 

••• c ... 1 

Substituting ax= 0.2 and at = 0.01 and rewriting equation C-1 to 

adjust the coefficients of the terms to correspond to the values in the 

table we get :-

4Qq>m,n 

40aq> = {r6.25(4oq> 1. ... soq> _ + 4o .. )l o.5 + lio K,e40 ]1.oo 1 o.os m,n L m+ ,n .... n m-J.,nj r ":1:' J 
... c-2 

\lriting equation c-2 in terms of voltages and component ratios e;ives :-

(The symbols refer to components shown in fig. C) 

C-3 
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The correspona.itlg computer circuit showing only the relevant 

component ratios is given in Fig. c. 

"Fig. C 

C1 
4 

Component re.tios reguired for the solution of 
·2 

~ - ~ + K e<p at - ax"' 4 

c 

.L : 
I 

STORE .J.Cm 
CAP. 'loOOI' 

The .scaled equations for the other expressions given in table 

4. 2 are written in the same form as equation c-.2 
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